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ABSTRACT
VERY LONG BASELINE INTERFEROMETRY OBSERVATIONS
OF THE MASERS TOWARD ORION A
May 1980
Stanley Severin Hansen II
B.S., University of Missouri
M.S., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor G. Richard Huguenin
The water vapor masers towards Orion A were mapped at six epochs
between 1972 and 1978 by very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) with
relative positional accuracy of OVOl in right ascension and OVl in
declination. Approximately 30 masers with velocities within 20 km s
of the molecular cloud velocity lie in an area 30" in diameter center-
ed on the Kleinmann-Low nebula. The masers are typically a few astro-
nomical units in diameter. Most H2O masers occur in clusters less
than 2" (1000 a.u.) in diameter. Within a cluster are several velocity
features which are often not coincident. The lifetime of a cluster
is longer than ten years. The individual velocity features last for
years, but they show amplitude variations on a time scale of weeks or
months. Amplitude variations in the individual velocity features or
the clusters do not show a correlation which would suggest a common
pump. The positions of the velocity features were constant over six
years to 50 a.u. The limits on the proper motions of the masers show
that their transverse velocities are less than or equal to the radial
velocity dispersion of the masers. The features have a full width at
vi
half maximum of 1 km s~ . Most strong features are accompanied by
weak emission spread over several kilometers per second. The velocity
separations between features in a cluster are typically 1 km s"^, but
separations larger than 20 km s~l are occasionally observed.
Based on velocity, variability, and position, the water vapor
masers in Orion may be divided into five classes, four of which are
associated with stages of star formation. The fifth class may be as-
sociated with an evolved star. The masers of the fifth class have
velocities from -7 to -3 km s"-^ and from +15 to +18 km s"-*-. These
masers are larger (10 to 60 a.u.) and less variable than the other
H2O masers, and occur in a single cluster 1000 a.u. in diameter. The
OH masers with velocities similar to the fifth class of masers
are less variable, less polarized, and larger than the other OH masers.
All the SiO masers have the same velocities as the H2O masers of the
fifth class and are at the same position. This evidence strongly
suggests that all these masers exist in expanding shells of gas about
a single object.
VLBI observations at 1665 MHz detected three OH masers with ap-
parent diameters of 10-30 a.u. The two strongest of these were
spatially coincident, circularly polarized in opposite senses, and of
equal amplitude, suggesting that they may be a Zeeman pair. The
velocity separation requires a 3 milligauss magnetic field. Single
telescope observations at 1612 MHz show a clearly identifiable Zeeman
pattern for a 4 milligauss field.
vii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO STAR FORMATION AND THE ORION NEBULA
1.1 Star Formation
The formation, evolution, and destruction of stars determine
the morphology and evolution of galaxies and hence the appearance of
the universe. The process which creates stars also controls the for-
mation of planets. Thus, an understanding of star formation is es-
sential to both the most universal and most local aspects of astronomy.
Yet little is known of how stars form.
The evolution of a star from a cloud of gas to the main sequence
is determined by its mass, angular momentum, magnetic field, elemental
abundances, molecular concentrations, and proximity to supernovae and
density waves. Mass is undoubtedly the most important factor in de-
termining how a star will evolve, and how that star will affect the
appearance and evolution of the galaxy. The most massive stars
( > 10 M ) create new elements and stir the interstellar medium. Stars
of a few solar masses, in their red giant stage, produce most of the
light in a galaxy. Small stars (< 1 M^) lock up gas for the age of
the universe. The initial mass function (IMF), i.e., how many stars
of each mass form initially, is poorly known. The best estimate for
the local neighborhood is n(m) = m"^'"^^ (Salpeter 1955). Furthermore,
since the evolutionary pattern of a protostar changes so greatly
with increasing mass, stars greater than 9 M^ must be considered
separately from those of smaller mass.
1
2Our galaxy converts a few solar masses of gas into stars each
year (see, for example, Mezger and Smith 1977, or von Hoerner 1975).
This is done in dark clouds were T = 10 °K and nu = 1000 - 10 000 cm~3,
"2
and in molecular clouds where T = 30 - 300°K and n^ = 10^ - 10^ cm~^
^2
For a cloud to collapse, its mass must exceed the Jeans mass (M^ =
3/2 -1/2 -3
30 T p for p in particles cm and T in °K) . For the tem-
perature and density of the atomic interstellar medium, the necessary
mass is a few thousand solar masses. Open clusters fall in this mass
range. In dark clouds and molecular clouds, the necessary mass is
only a few tens of solar masses. The IMF is determined by fragmen-
tation of the gas cloud and the mechanism which stops fragmentation.
Hoyle (1953) developed the following scenario for fragmentation. As
a large gas cloud contracts and the density increases, subsections of
the cloud become unstable to gravitational collapse and separate out.
These subsections then contract and fragment again. However, as the
density becomes very high, radiation is trapped inside the cloud. The
cloud becomes hotter and the increased pressure eventually prevents
further collapse and fragmentation. At this point, the mass of the
star is determined and the object becomes a protostar. Larson (1969)
showed that the collapse of a cloud is non-homologous. A gravitational-
ly bound cloud of uniform density develops a central condensation
which reaches stellar conditions without further fragmentation. Thus,
a cloud fragments only once. Recent theoretical studies (for a review
see Larson 1977) which include the effects of angular momentum, non-
spherical geometry, and other nearby protostars, indicate that the
3result of the single fragmentation is a cloud of a few solar masses
which becomes a single star, a binary star, a multiple star system
of a few stars, a star with a disk of gas, or a ring of gas which
breaks up into a few smaller clouds. The path of evolution is de-
termined by conditions at the time of fragmentation.
A fragment of 1 with initial conditions of njj^ = 10^ cm~^,
T = 10°K, and a diameter of 20 000 a.u. will evolve as follows (Larson
1969). For 400 000 years the entire cloud collapses slowly while a
hot, dense co^e develops. This core collapses quickly and for the
next 100 000 years the remaining matter falls onto it. The gravita-
tional energy makes the core extremely luminous. For the next 50
million years the cloud evolves towards the main sequence. When the
temperature in the core reaches 10 million degrees, fusion stars
and the cloud becomes a zero age main sequence star.
A 60 Mq cloud evolves very differently (Appenzeller and
Tscharnuter 1974). Once a dense core develops (again after 400 000
years) , it contracts so quickly that fusion starts in only 20 000
years. Dust and gas still surround the core and continue to fall onto
it, increasing its mass and adding to its luminosity. After another
20 000 years, radiation pressure expels the remainder of the cloud.
Of the original 60 M^, only 17 remain in the star. Between the
fonnation of the core and the expulsion of the envelope, the star
would appear as a cool, luminous, infrared source.
All massive stars form in OB associations (Roberts 1957) . These
OB associations, which are usually near molecular clouds, are composed
4of subgroups containing about 12 stars (Blaauw 1964). The subgroups
have different ages and Blaauw suggested that they show a progression
of star formation in time and space. Star birth begins at one edge of
a cloud and proceeds through the cloud with a speed of 5 km s""*". Dif-
ferent perspectives on this process can be seen in Orion A and M17.
In M17 the OB associations are strung out across the sky, while in
Orion the path of star formation is along the line of sight. In
Orion, the third and fourth subgroups of the OB association, the op-
tical nebula, and the molecular cloud overlap (Figure 1) (Kutner et al.
1977). In this dissertation I will use the molecular masers to fol-
low this sequence of star formation into the Kleinmann-Low nebula
which may become the next subgroup of young stars in the Orion as-
sociation.
Elmegreen and Lada (1977) and Lada (1980) explain the sequence
of star formation by having one OB association of stars, via a shock
wave, trigger the next generation of OB stars. Hence, star formation
propagates through a cloud in the following manner. A group of OB
stars creates an HII region, e.g., the Orion nebula, which soon be-
comes ionization bound. A shock front precedes the ionization front
into the dense molecular cloud. In the intershock region, the gas
3 5 -3has been compressed from 10 to 10 particles cm . It is also heated
from 15°K to some higher temperature and then cooled to 100°K. The
higher density encourages star formation, and the higher temperature
ensures that more massive stars form. Silk (1977) shows that the
initial mass function is proportional to T^ or a higher power. The
Fig. 1. The Orion molecular complexes and the four subgroups
of the OB association I Ori. The molecular complexes are as delin-
eated in Figure 4. The dashed lines are boundaries which roughly en-
close the subgroup members as identified by Blaauw (1964). (Repro-
duced with permission of the authors from Kutner, M. L. , Tucker, K. D.
Chin, G., and Thaddeus, P. 1977, The Astrophysical Journal , 215 , 521,
copyright 1977.)
6dust in this region, which would also have a temperature of 100°K,
may be the source of the IR radiation. In a few million years the
shock, having propagated 10 - 20 pc, will have snowplowed gas with an
-3
initial density of 1000 cm to a density high enough for gravitational
collapse. The shock slows down, but the stars are dense enough to
continue into the cloud. (The Trapezium stars, with a radial velocity
of 11 km s (Johnson 1965) , are moving toward the molecular cloud
at 3 km s .
)
Once a star becomes optically thick to cooling radiation, it
contracts to the main sequence in a Kelvin-Helmholtz time scale. This
4is less than 4 10 years for an 0 star (Herbig 1960). Hence, before
one OB association has finished shocking the gas, another one takes
over. The original shock now has OB stars on both sides of it and is
dispersed. The dense neutral fragments which are observed may be the
remainders of the intershock gas. The final disruption of the cooled,
post shock region (CPS) may account for the dispersive velocity of OB
associations. The Orion groups do seem to be expanding slightly
(Cannell and lanna 1977). The sequence of star formation is thus:
(1) the formation of protostars accompanied by masers and IR sources
5 -3
in the CPS, (2) the formation of a dense HII region where n = 10 cm
in the CPS, (3) the movement of the new stars into the unshocked cloud
-3
and the creation of a low density HII region where n = 1000 cm ,
2
and (4) the disruption of the CPS revealing the stars. The newest
Orion OB associations are closer together than the old. This can be
explained by either the shocks propagating into the central, denser
7regions of the cloud, or the cloud as a whole contracting slowly
with time. The shock propagates along the magnetic field lines. Such
propagation, which increases the density but not the field strength,
encourages star formation since the mass necessary for gravitational
collapse varies with the cube of the field and the inverse square of
the density (Mestel 1971). The propagation of the shock along the
magnetic field accounts for the OB associations lying along the
galactic plane. The shock to form the initial OB association may come
from a supernova, a cloud-cloud collision, a density wave, or a cloud
collapse.
Since young objects (OB stars and HII regions) define spiral
arms, perhaps differential rotation of the galaxy creates spiral
structure by wrapping up these strings of newly formed stars. If this
is the case, spiral structure is the result, and not the cause, of
star formation. Alternatively, if spiral density waves cause the
initial shock, one would expect to see a correlation between the di-
rection of wave propagation and the location of star formation regions
in the clouds. The edge of the cloud on which stars form would change
at the co-rotation point in the galaxy.
This analysis of sequential star formation is suitable only for
massive stars. Some other mechanisms must create stars smaller than
9 M and later than spectral type B3. Many T Tauri stars are seen
without HII regions or ionization fronts. These stars may form in the
denser, cooler cloud regions by collapse and fragmentation as sug-
gested by Hoyle (1953). Such T associations may have formed long
8before the OB stars disrupted the cloud to reveal them (Mezger and
Smith 1977).
At some points in the star formation process, conditions are
suitable for stimulated emission from various molecules. Genzel and
Downes (1977a) propose that the emission from water vapor masers as-
sociated with star formation comes from a cloud of dust surrounding
a 10 to 30 zero age main sequence star. The core of the cloud has
evolved so fast that it reaches the main sequence while the outer
part of the cloud is still collapsing. Radiation pressure halts the
collapse of the dust at 100 to 1000 a.u. A dust bound HII region
forms and expands. It is preceded by a shock driven by the gas pres-
sure. When the shock reaches 1000 a.u., conditions between the shock
front and ionization front are suitable for masers. The low
velocity spectral features, i.e., those with velocities within 20 km s"!
of the cloud velocity, are either (1) globs of gas where the density,
temperature, and chemical composition are right to invert the maser
population, or (2) lines of sight through a large region with an in-
verted population along which the velocity gradient is favorable to
stimulated emission. The star also has an intense stellar wind which
accelerates subclouds to hundreds of kilometers per second. The high
velocity maser features, i.e., those whose velocity is more than
20 km 8 from the cloud velocity, come from these condensations.
Alternatively, the high velocity features could occur where the wind
hits the surrounding cloud (Genzel et_al. 1979a). The present evi-
dence supporting this model and the analysis leading to this model
9and alternative models are given in the Appendix: "Detailed Models
for the Water Vapor Observations".
1.2 The Orion Region
1.2.1 Overview
.
The Orion nebula and molecular cloud, 460 pc from the
sun (Allen 1973), is one of the nearest (Figure 2) and certainly the
best studied site of current star formation. The Orion region, which
includes the entire constellation, shows the sequence of star forma-
tion in time and space. The observations of this region are concen-
trated within Barnard's Loop (about 10° - 20° in diameter (Figure 3)).
Within that loop are the large molecular clouds seen in CO (Figure 4)
which stretch for several degrees. The OB associations (Figure 1) also
span several degrees. These groups of stars are 10 million years old
and seem to be dispersing. On a smaller scale is the great Orion nebula
(Figure 5) studied in all regions of the spectrum. The optical nebula
is also called M42 and NGC 1976. The radio source is called Orion A,
WIO, or G209.0 - 19.4. The nebula has a mass of 100 M^^ ionized by
1 12
6^, an 06 star. (9 Orionis is a double star consisting of 9 and 9 .
9"'' is actually the four stars (or more) of the Trapezium designated
4 6
ABCD in order of increasing R.A.) The age of the nebula is 10 - 10
years (Isobe 1973). The nebula is approximately 10' in diameter with
a bright core about 1' in size (Figure 6). A bright bar is seen
southeast of the Trapezium near 9 . M43 is another HII region only 7'
away from M42 (Figure 5). It is ionized by a BO. 5 star and is not
connected with M42 physically (Pankonin, Walmsley, and Harwit 1979).
10
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Fig. 2. A map of the galaxy showing several maser sources and
sites of star formation.
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Betelgeuse
Y
A photograph of the Orion region in the light of \\a covering an area of about (10°)^. Superimposed on the plioto-
graph are low-resolution radio continuum isophotes as measured by Rishbetli (1958) at a wavelength of 3.5 m. Orion
A (M42) is coincident with the brightest radio emission. Other features include NGC; 197.5-5-7 adjacent to Orion A
in the north, the Morsehead nebula (about '3° NE of Orion A near the secondary radio peak at contour level 15),
and Barnard's Loop (about 3° E of Orion B along the ridge of radio emission).
Fig. 3. The constellation Orion. (Photograph and caption re-
produced courtesy of the authors and the Publications of the Astro-
nomical Society of the Pacific from Balick, B., Gammon, R. H. , and
Hjellming, R. M. 197A, Pub, astron. Soc. Pacific , 86 , 616, copyright
1974.)
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Fig. 4. The region of Orion within Barnard's loop. (Repro-
duced with permission of the authors from Kutner, M. L.
,
Tucker, K. D.,
Chin, G., and Thaddeus, P. 1977, The Astrophysical Journal
,
215, 521,
copyright 1977.)
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Fig. 5. The Orion nebula. The radio continuum isophotes at
1.95 cm with a spatial resolution of 2' (Schraml and Mezger 1969) are
superimposed on a red Mount Palomar plate. (Reproduced with permis-
sion of the authors from Schraml, J. and Mezger, P. G. 1969, The
Astrophysical Journal
,
156, 269, copyright 1969.) The dark ellipse
in the center marks the approximate extent of the central ridge of
the Orion Molecular Cloud 1 (Liszt et al . 1974). The ellipse at the
upper right indicates the extent of the Orion Molecular Cloud 2
(Gatley et al . 1974)
.
14
Fig. 6. The core of the Orion nebula with 5 GHz continuum con-
tours. (Reproduced with permission of the authors and the Royal
Astronomical Society from Martin, A.H.M., and Gull, S. F. 1976,
M.N.R.A.S
. ,
175, 235, copyright 1976). The x's mark the position of
five HoO masers (Forster et al . 1978).
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Fig. 7. The Kleinmann-Low nebula complex and the Trapezium
(*)
.
The extent of the Kleinmann-Low nebula is indicated by the
dashed line. The positions of the water vapor masers (x) are from
Forster et al. (1978), the positions of the compact infrared (IRC)
sources (hexes) are from Rieke, Low and Kleinmann (1973), the po-
sitions of IRS2 and IRS4 (other compact IR sources) are from
Wynn-Williams and Becklin (1974), and the 13.1 micron contours
(6 10 W cm micron"! sr 1) are from Gehrz, Hackwell, and Smith
(1975).
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M43 is more deeply imbedded in the molecular cloud and may be a bet-
ter example of a spherical HIT cloud. This list of objects illustra-
tes the complexity of the Orion nebula region and of the number of
objects which overlap. Orion B (W12), the radio counterpart to
NGC 2024, is a compact HII region located at 5^ 39"*, -1° 56'
(Grasdalen 1974) (Figures 3 and 4)
.
The optical nebula is a bulge on the surface of a huge molecular
cloud which has a mass of 10"^ to 2 10^ (Zuckerman 1973, Balick,
Gammon and Hjellming 1974). The cloud is not seen optically, but is
abundant in molecular line radiation. It extends over several tens
of minutes on the sky and has an H2 density of 10^ cm"^. Liszt et al .
(1974) mapped this cloud in CO and found a 4' x 9' central ridge
(Figure 5). The central ridge is often called the Orion molecular
cloud (OMC-1)
.
Emission from other molecules in the cloud is usually
confined to a region smaller than the CO ridge.
Gatley et al
. (1974), observing between 1.6 and 20 microns,
found a second cloud, OMC-2, 12' north and 1' east of OMC-1 at a (1950)
= 5^ 32°" 59!l ± Ofl, 6 = -5° 12' 10" ± 1" (Figure 5). At 2.2 microns
the source shows five components, each a few seconds in diameter,
within a 1' region. The total IR luminosity is less than 500 L . No
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optical counterparts to the compact IR sources are seen. CO emission
peaks within 1' of the IR sources but extends over 6'.
The densest part of OMC-1 is the Kleinmann-Low nebula (KL)
(Kleinmann and Low 1967) shown in Figure 7. It was first detected in
the infrared where it has an extent of 10" x 20". Twenty seconds
northwest of the Kleinmann-Low nebula is an infrared point source,
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the Becklin-Neugebauer (BN) object (Becklin and Neugebauer 1967). It
is in this region, BNKL, where stars are now forming. Hall et_al.
(1978) determined that BN is a B protostar surrounded by a compact
HII region. The IR luminosity of the BNKL is about the same as the
optical
~ luminosity of the Orion nebula. This implies that the energy
source is probably a collection of 0 and B stars.
The Kleinmann-Low nebula also contains the H2O, OH, SiO and
CH3OH masers (Figure 8)
.
They are the smallest and densest products
of star formation which are seen before the star itself appears. These
masers are a useful tool with which to study a protostar. Masers
probe deeper into the clouds, and show smaller structure than any
other source of radiation. This dissertation will use the information
about these masers to probe conditions in the prestellar clouds during
the last stages of star formation.
1.2.2 The Large CO Clouds . Kutner et al . (1977) made a large scale
map of CO at 115 MHz in the Orion region. They found the two clouds
shown in Figure 4. The southern one stretches over 7° southeast from
the KL and the OB associations. It is parallel to the galactic plane
at -19.4° and lies along Gould's belt. The northern complex extends
northeast from Ori B (NGC 2024) for 5°. In each cloud, the densest
part is near the OB associations. The southern complex seems to be
rotating with the southern edge receding at only 5 km s"! while the
northern edge is receding at 11 km s"-'-. Since HI is probably less
than 5% of the total cloud mass, the 21 cm maps do not delineate the
cloud, but they do show the rotation. Alternatively, the differential
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velocity could be due to collapse along a line (perhaps a magnetic
field line). The rotation of the clouds, which is opposite to galac-
tic rotation, requires a rather special geometry at the time of for-
mation. The stars of the association do not show this rotation. Per-
haps the process of star formation causes the rotation. (For a more
detailed discussion, see Kutner et al . 1977.) Both clouds end in the
region of Barnard's Loop. Intensity measurements, and the virial
theorem applied to the measured rotation, require the mass of the
southern cloud to be 10^ M^. The mass of the northern complex is
6 10^ M_.
0
1.2.3 The Orion Nebula
.
The Orion nebula (Figure 5) is one of the
best studied objects in the sky. Observations range from the radio
to the x-ray region of the spectrum. For example, Jaffe and Pankonin
(1978) find three carbon recombination lines at 10 GHz with velocities
of 6, 8.5, and 11 km s ^. They propose the following model for the
nebula: the neutral cloud and HIT region have a velocity of 8 km .
The dark bay and the dark lane between M42 and M43 are part of the
neutral cloud which still wraps around the HII region. The carbon
lines come from the HI-HII boundaries which are expanding at 2.5 km s~l
into the neutral region. Hence, the 6 km s"-^ line comes from the
HI-HII boundary which is moving towards us into the back side of the
dark bay, the 11 km s line, from the far HI-HII boundary which is
moving into the molecular cloud, and the 8.5 km s line, from the
dark lane between MA2 and M43 where the motion of the HI-HII boundary
is perpendicular to the line of sight.
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Schraml and Mezger (1969) observed a number of galactic HII
gions and determined important parameters for them. They found that
most HII regions of high surface brightness were surrounded by extend-
ed emission from ionized hydrogen. Most of the regions were elliptical
at wavelengths of 1.95 cm which implied that obscuring dust determined
the optical shape. This is certainly true in Orion A. The Orion
nebula is unusual in that the ionizing stars are visible. Most HII
regions are surrounded by dust which is long lasting even in the in-
tense radiation. Schraml and Mezger observed HII regions with densi-
ties as high as 10 cm
. HII regions of higher densities would not be
detected at 15 GHz because the spectra turn over above this frequency.
Schraml and Mezger propose a model in which a compact HII region with
J • 4-3
a density greater than 10 cm forms about an 0 star. This region
expands and its density drops to 100 cm . The mass in a compact HII
region is a few solar masses while the mass in an extended HII region
is a few hundred solar masses. This mass is much lower than the few
thousand solar masses in stars in an association. Such a low mass im-
plies that, contrary to current beliefs, star formation consumes much
more than one percent of the original cloud mass. The extended HII
region may be the remnant of earlier compact HII regions or it may be
ionized by many later type stars (i.e., late B type stars).
1.2.4 The Compact Core of the Nebula . Martin and Gull (1976) mapped
the inner region of the Orion nebula at 5 GHz with a resolution of
7" X 20" by combining synthesis data from the Cambridge one-mile
telescope and the Owens Valley interferometer (Figure 6) . They do not
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explain how they determined the absolute position of the source or how
accurately it is determined. However, by superimposing their map on
an optical photograph of the inner region of the Orion nebula, it is
easy to line up a radio continuum gradient with the bright optical bar
southeast of the Trapezium. Martin and Gull see a less steep gradient
at the position of the line of masers which they interpret as an
ionization front seen on edge. However, since there are several gradi-
ents as steep as the one which coincides with the H2O masers, the cor-
relation is not impressive. Furthermore, the unusual uv coverage and
the combination of data from two interferometers make the ridges sus-
pect. Martin and Gull conclude that the dust and gas are well mixed
as did Dopita, Isobe, and Meaburn (1975). However, Martin and Gull
cannot tell if the dust exists in neutral intrusions or is truly mixed
with the gas. The dark bay is definitely in the foreground. Martin
and Gull also find a deficiency of ionized gas in the dark bay region,
contrary to the results of Schraml and Mezger (1969) . The electron
density in the compact nebula, assuming a uniform distribution, is
-3
6000 cm
.
Since the gas is clumped, the true density is probably
5 -3
10 cm (Osterbrock and Flather 1959).
The Orion nebula is not spectacular when compared to other HII
regions. Its compact core has a diameter of half parsec and a mass
of a few solar masses. Other compact HII regions (e.g., W49 and W51)
have diameters of several parsecs and contain several hundred solar
masses. If the Orion nebula were not so close, we would hardly notice
it. However, it is probably a more typical star formation site than
the spectacular HII regions.
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1.2.5 The Orion Molecular Cloud and the Central Rid^e
. Behind the
optically bright HII nebula lies the dark molecular cloud. Liszt et al.
(1974) found that the cloud has a 4' x 9' central ridge in CO.
-"--^CO
and CS showed a smaller ridge and the "'"^CO, being optically thin,
showed peaks 7' north and 5' south of the ridge, each as strong as,
but smaller than, the central peak. Formaldehyde (H2CO) (Evans,
Plambeck and Davis 1979), ammonia (NH^) (Barrett, Ho, and Myers 1977),
methanol (CH^OH) (Gottlieb et al . 1979, Hills et al . 1975, Liszt 1974,
Kutner et al
. 1973), and IR (Rieke, Low and Kleinmann 1973) also have
a smaller central ridge than the CO. The observations are best ex-
plained if the gas is in clumps 10" to 30" in diameter. The ridge in
CO blends into a much larger background source at 20% of the peak
Intensity. The line widths are 6 km s"l in the ridge and only
4 km s~l in the background cloud. The ridge has a velocity gradient
of 2 km s~l over a range of 3' (1.4 10 radians s""*") . Liszt et al .
(1974) attribute this gradient to rotation, while Ho and Barrett (1978)
attribute it to two clouds in collision. The background gas in all
directions about the central ridge has a velocity of 8.5 km s
which is hard to understand if there are two separate clouds.
The kinetic temperature in the ridge is about 70°K (see the
references in the preceding paragraph) . The mass of the central
ridge, as determined for emission from several molecules by different
methods, is at least a few hundred solar masses, and is probably 500 Mq
including the denser clumps (again see the references in the preced-
ing paragraph). The cloud is not supporting itself by rotation, and
Liszt et al. (1974) feel that expansion or contraction offer the best
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explanation of the line shapes. They show that the H2 density must
be at least 10 cm and is most probably 2 10^ cm"-^. Therefore, the
central ridge is similar to the Orion nebula, which has a maximum
density of 10^ cm"^, and a total mass in stars and gas, including the
extended HII region, of 500 M .
0
Kutner, Evans, and Tucker (1976), while mapping H2CO, found a
cloud with a total mass of 7000 and n^^ =5 10^ cm"^ connecting
OMC-1 and OMC-2. The connecting cloud is 1.5 x 5 pc (about 30' long).
The velocity pattern suggests rotation with much of the angular momen-
tum in the orbital motion of OMC-1 and OMC-2.
1.2.6 The Kleinmann-Low Nebula
1.2.6.1 Infrared
. Within the central ridge is the Kleinmann-
Low nebula (KL)
,
which was first detected by 22 ym IR measurements
(Kleinmann and Low 1967). Its size, 10" x 20", is not much smaller
than the CH^OH or NH^ emission regions mentioned in the previous section.
Rieke, Low and Kleinmann (1973), observing at 5, 10.5, and 21 ym,
determined that BN was less than 2" in diameter. They also found four
more compact (<5") IR sources in KL (Figure 7). They estimated that
A
KL had a total luminosity of 5 10 L^ whereas IREl (the optical HII
region) had a luminosity of 1.1 10^ L .
0
Werner et al . (1976), observing Orion at 20, 50, and 100 \im
found the central N-S ridge had a temperature of 85 °K near its core
and 55 °K to the north. The individual compact IR components are not
resolved at these wavelengths. The luminosity of the KL between 10
to 1000 ym is 7 10^ L^. The luminosity of the OMC excluding the
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KL is 10^ Lg. The difference between the luminosity estimated from
the near infrared measurements and that measured in the far infrared
suggests that the near infrared radiation from the compact objects
is absorbed by the surrounding dust and reemitted in the far infrared.
The energy source must be in or on the surface of the ridge, for, if
it were not, the heating efficiency would be so low that the total
luminosity would have to be 10^ L^^, which is greater than the luminos-
ity of the entire optical nebula. The IR emission extension to the
south they attribute to heating of the molecular cloud by the
Trapezium. This requires that the Trapezium stars be only 0.1 pc
from the molecular cloud, a distance which agrees with the 0.1 to
0.3 pc determination of Schiffer and Mathis (1974) from optical data.
2Further south near Ori 6 is an IR ridge which coincides nicely with
the edge of the optical core of the HII region (Becklin et al . 1976).
1.2.6.2 High velocity molecular emission . The spectra of many
molecules from Orion A can be divided into a spike feature at
8 km s with a FWHM of 5 km s and a plateau feature centered at
the same velocity but with a FWHM of 40 km s ^ (e.g., Zuckerraan and
Palmer 1975). The narrow component comes from the entire OMC while
the plateau emission is seen only from the KL. The broad feature has
strong emission from molecules such as H^S, SO, SO^, and SiO, while
the narrow feature shows its strongest emission from organic molecules.
Since most of the molecules have similar excitation energies but are
not seen at the same locations, the concentration of the molecules is
probably different.
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Kwan and Scoville (1976) and Zuckerman, Kuiper, and Rodriguez
(1976) detected high velocity CO emission as far as ±75 km s"^ from
the spectral peak at 8 km s'^ The high velocity data implies that
the KL is evolving with a time scale of 10^ rather than 10^"^ years.
Kwan arid Scoville conclude that a very energetic event, possibly a
supernova, has taken place in the cloud recently and that the BN ob-
ject is the result. The gas motion alone has 0.1% of the energy of a
supernova. There is no other source in the region now which could
provide the energy necessary to drive the shock. Although a super-
nova would not disrupt the cloud, it should have other effects which
are not seen.
Scoville (1980) has analyzed the high velocity CO emission from
the region of KL. He reports that CO can be seen out to ±50 km s""*"
over a region only 37" (20 000 a.u.) in diameter which coincides with
the KL. He estimates the H2 density in the high velocity flow to be
5 6—3
10 - 10 cm
.
The optical depth is low because of the large veloci
ty spread. From the smoothness of the emission, he considers large
scale ordered motion necessary. Since there is no velocity gradient
across the source, rotation is unlikely. Furthermore, the large mass
4i.e., 10 Mq, required for rotation or gravitational collapse at
±50 km s should have other observational effects which are not seen
The different chemical concentrations in the spike and plateau re-
gions are hard to understand if the surrounding gas is just being
drawn into the plateau region. The relative strength of SiO implies
that the core of gas is hot enough to destroy organic molecules. The
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line profiles are best fit by an expanding gas cloud with v <x r,
-3
-1 /9
n « r , and T « r '
ex
Several observations of the J = 3 -> 2 transition of CO at 870 ym
(346 GHz) (e.g., Phillips et al . 1977) show the plateau emission re-
gion has T > 100°K, m > 100 M^, n^^ > 6 10^^ cm"^ n^^ ^ 10^^ cm-^,
and ny^ ^ 5 10 cm
.
The broad wings in CO are much more pronounced
at 870 ym than at 115 GHz (2600 ym)
. The plateau emission at 870 ym
has a velocity width of 40 km s"-*", and a spatial extent of 37" in
declination and less than 22" in R.A. It is centered at 5*^ 32™ 47^7 +
0?3 and -5° 24' 19" ± 5". The cloud associated with the emission
spike has T = 75°K, a velocity width of 6 km s"""", and is optically
thick over 2' or 3'. Since the high velocity wings do not show ab-
sorption by the bulk of the cloud, the high velocity gas must lie near
the front of the cloud. Wilson, Downes, and Bieging (1979) have de-
tected high velocity NH^ with a width of 50 km s""*" from a region less
than 20" in diameter coincident with the Kleinmann-Low nebula.
1.2.6.3 Molecular hydrogen
. Joyce et al . (1978) measured the
H2 spectrum of the Kleinmann-Low nebula at 2.12 ym and found a velocity
of 9.5 ± 4 km s and a FWHM of less than 30 km s""*". Because the H2
emission is best explained by collisional excitation at a high tem-
perature, Kwan and Scoville (1976) proposed that the H2 emission came
from a shock front preceding the high velocity gas. If this is true,
the high velocity gas has somehow slowed. The shock velocity must be
greater than 7 km s to excite the H^, but less than 25 km s to
avoid dissociating the gas.
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Beckwith et_al. (1978) have published high resolution maps of
the OMC-1 region in emission at 2 pm (Figure 8). The emission
comes from an irregular area about 40" in size centered on the Becklin-
Neugebauer, Kleinmann-Low (BNKL) position. There are 5 peaks, none
of which exactly coincides with the BNKL area. Two peaks are on the
eastward IR (10 ym) extension from KL found by Gehrz, Hackwell and
Smith (1975). The two strongest peaks are near, but not coincident
with, the IR source IRS2 shown in Wynn-Williams and Becklin (1974).
The shape of the H2 emission does not match the shape of the 5 GHz
continuum emission measured by Martin and Gull (1976). In general,
the H2 emission peaks are near to, but not coincident with, the emis-
sion peaks at other frequencies. The H2 excitation temperature de-
termined by various methods is 2000°K ± 300°K. The density must be
5 -3greater than 10 cm for the H2 to be thermalized, and since the
19 -2
optical depth requires only n^ =10 cm , the thickness is one a.u.
"2
The H2 thus exists in a thin hot sheet. A natural conclusion is that
the H2 emission comes from a region where the high velocity gas hits
the neutral cloud.
1.2.7 Masers . The Orion A maser emission region is shown in Figure
8. The absolute positions of the H2O masers, the OH masers, the SiO
masers, and the infrared point sources are indicated on the map and
listed in Table 1.
1.2.7.1 The water vapor masers . The water vapor emission from
Orion comes from an area 20 000 a.u. in diameter. Most of the maser
positions are clustered within a region 5000 a.u. in diameter in the
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southwest corner of the larger region. (See any of the maps of
Chapter III.) There are approximately 30 strong spectral features be-
tween
-10 km s-1 and +30 km s'^. Weak, unresolved maser emission prob-
ably exists at every velocity in that range. There are also weak
features as far as 100 km s"^ from the strong features. The water
vapor masers show time variations on a scale of a few weeks to years.
The masers are the subject of Chapter III.
^•^•^•^—The hydroxyl masers
. Hydroxyl maser emission is seen
at 1612 MHz and 1665 MHz from the \^^^ J = 3/2 state and at 6035 MHz
from the J = 5/2 state. The OH masers are not as widely spread in
space as the H2O masers. The velocity range is 30 km s""'". The in-
tensity varies on a time scale of months to years. OH is discussed
in more detail in Chapter IV.
In Chapter III, I will present evidence which will associate the
1665 MHz OH masers at 3.8, 7.1, and 8.6 km s"-*" with one cluster con-
taining H^O masers at the same velocity, and the 1665 MHz OH masers
between -8 and -5 km s and between +15 and +23 km s""'" with another
set of H^O masers. This is contrary to the results of Mader et al .
(1975 and 1978) which showed that the 1665 MHz OH masers, the 1667 MHz
OH masers, and the 22 GHz H2O masers were all spatially separate.
1.2.7.3 The silicon oxide masers . Snyder and Buhl (1974) de-
tected SiO maser radiation in the v=l, J=2^1 transition at
86 GHz from Orion A in 1973. Maser emission was soon detected from
the v=l, J=3->-2 transition at 129. A GHz (Davis et al . 1974), the
v=l, J=1^0 transition at 43.1 GHz (Thaddeus et al . 1974), and
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the V = 2, J = 1 0 transition at 42.8 GHz (Buhl et al . 1974). The
SiO spectra are dominated by a peak around -5 km s'^ and a peak around
+18 km s ^. Double peaks are often found in SiO maser spectra with
each peak consisting of several lines. The Orion SiO masers are the
only ones known which are not obviously associated with an evolved
star. However, the velocity separation of the peaks in Orion is much
greater than the velocity separation of the peaks in any other SiO
source. Each of the two strong peaks in the v = 1, J = 1 ^ Q (43 GHz)
spectrum of Orion shows weak maser pedestal emission (Snyder et al.
1978). Zuckerman (1979) found SiO maser emission at all velocities
from -18 km s""*- to +29 km s"""-. Moran et al . (1977) looked for rapid
variations in Orion but found none on a time scale of 30 minutes to
4 days. The SiO maser at 16 km s""*" dropped to half its previous in-
tensity over several years.
My recent VLBI observations (Genzel et al . 1979b) have determined
the diameter of the SiO masers to be about 10 a.u. Those observations
also showed that the masers at -5 and +18 km s""'' are coincident (<0V3)
which suggests that all the emission is associated with a single object,
1.2.7.4 The methanol masers . Barrett, Schwartz, and Waters
(1971) first detected methanol maser emission toward Orion A in 5
transitions between 24.9 and 25.3 GHz. Hills, Pankonin, and Landecker
(1975) found three methanol masers in Orion A at 7.24, 7.80, and
8.20 km s ^ with a FWHM of 0.4 km s and an intensity between 71 and
151 Jy. They also detected a broad component with FWHM of 1.4 km s ^.
There is no polarization (<20%). Each velocity feature is seen in at
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least three transitions (J = 6, 7, 4) with similar intensities. The
energy of these levels ranges over a factor of two. The theoretical
reason for the agreement in intensity is that the energy of the
methanol maser transition is comparable (10%) to the energy separation
between other levels (Lees 1973). Buxton et al . (1977), in a search
of 132 other maser sources, found no methanol masers. They could have
detected the Orion methanol masers at a distance of 2.5 kpc.
Barrett, Ho, and Martin (1975) discovered time variations of a
factor of three in the 25 GHz methanol masers during 1973-1974. Tucker
and Kutner (private communication to Barrett, Ho, and Martin 1975)
also found time variations of a factor of 2 in CH^OH at 84.52 GHz. In
addition to the features reported by Hills et al
. ,
Barrett, Ho, and
Martin (1975) found features at 7.0, 8.5, and 9.5-10.0 km s""*". Tem-
poral variations in different J levels of the same velocity feature,
and of different velocity features, are roughly correlated. The time
scale for intensity variations is a month.
Matsakis et al . (1980), using the Hat Creek interferometer,
found the ten velocity components shown in Figure 8. The size, po-
sition, and flux determined from the J = 6 and J = 7 rotational levels
are given in Table 1. Note that the methanol masers are a thousand
times weaker than the H2O masers. The methanol masers have a velocity
range of only 4 km s Again, there is no exact correlation in po-
sition with other types of emission in or around the Kleinmann-Low
nebula. The brightness temperature is approximately 1000°K. The
populations of the measured rotational levels, i.e., J = 2, 3, 4, 6, 7,
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and 10. are close to thermodynamic equilibrium at 110°K. Since all
the methanol masers show correlated time variations on a time scale
of months, and since the masers are light months apart, they are
probably pumped by infrared radiation from a single source.
1.2.8 Stars
1.2.8.1 The Becklin-Neugebauer source . Until recently, IR ob-
servations could not exclude the possibility that the Becklin-
Neugebauer object was a highly reddened supergiant. From the ratios
of Brackett a, Brackett y, and Pfund y lines. Hall et al . (1978) de-
termined that the BN object is a BO or Bl protostar surrounded by a
compact HII region and an expanding shell. Ninety percent of the
emission in these hydrogen lines comes from an area within I'.'A of the
BN object. A substantial amount of the IR continuum must come from
dust. The radial velocity of the lines is 21 km s""*". Since the
authors doubt that the true velocity of BN is 13 km s""^ higher than the
molecular cloud, they postulate that the emission has been reflected
off dust, or that absorption has shifted the apparent center of the
line. The Brackett a emission has weak wings out to ±100 km s""'".
Hall et al
. also measured two CO absorption patterns. One at
9 km s they attribute to the large molecular cloud. The other at
-18 km s they attribute to the edge of an expanding shell. The tem-
perature of the 9 km s '" cloud is 100 °K, and that of the -18 km s""^
cloud, 85°K. These low temperatures require that the clouds be far
from the star. There are no broad absorption lines corresponding to
the emission peak. From the emission velocity and the radius of the
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plateau emission region (20"), they estimate an age of the object of
1800 years. Chelli, Lena, and Sibille (1979), using a speckle inter-
ferometer at 3.45 m and 4.78 ym, determined that BN had a halo of
0V9 FWHM, and a central source less than OVlO in diameter. They at-
tribute this geometry to a dust shell about a B3 star with a luminosity
of 2900 L^.
1.2.8.2 An evolved star
. Although Orion A is certainly a re-
gion of active star formation, a number of observations force one to
consider the possibility of an evolved star in the region. First,
Orion A is the only HII region which has SiO masers. Second, the high
velocity gas and the phenomena connected with it (e.g., H2 emission)
are unusual.
Moran et al
. (1977), having determined the positional coincidence
(within 2") of all the SiO velocity features and some of the H2O fea-
tures at similar velocities, proposed that the maser emission came
from an expanding shell of gas about an evolved star which was losing
mass. A diagram of a shell model star and the resulting spectra are
shown in Figure 9. Radiation pressure on the grains accelerates the
gas and establishes a velocity gradient in the gas. The velocity
varies directly, and probably linearly, with radius. The longest path
for maser amplification in such a shell is on the line of sight to
the star. Along other paths the velocity gradient limits the amplifi-
cation. Consequently, the most intense radiation comes from the gas
directly approaching and receding from us. This creates the double
peak spectra indicative of a shell structure. The SiO masers require
the greatest excitation and lie close to the stellar surface. The H2O
Fig. 9. An idealized schematic diagram of a shell source and
the resultant spectra. The actual Orion spectra are shown in
Figure 37.
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masers, which require less excitation, arise in a shell further from
the star. The OH masers, which have the lowest excitation tempera-
tures, are farthest from the star. Since the velocity increases with
radius,- the velocity separation of the OH peaks is greater than the
separation of the H2O peaks, which is greater than the separation
of the SiO peaks. No methanol masers are associated with the shell
source. Observations presented in this dissertation support the shell
model.
1.3 Summary
This chapter has reviewed the Orion region of the sky and re-
lated it to the sequence of star formation. In the Orion region are
clouds of CO extending over several degrees. In one of them is the
Orion molecular cloud with an extent of tens of minutes of arc. The
optical nebula is a bulge on the surface of this cloud where young
stars have ionized the gas from which they formed. Within the molecu-
lar cloud is a central ridge with an extent of 4' x 9' and a density
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of 10 cm . The densest part of that ridge is the Kleinmann-Low
nebula which is the next site of star formation in the Orion region.
In the remainder of this dissertation I will use the molecular masers
to probe the conditions in and around the Kleinmann-Low nebula. Most
of the masers are associated with the final stage of star formation,
although a few are probably associated with an evolved star. Before
discussing the observations and interpretations, I will review the
data analysis techniques.
CHAPTER II
DATA ANALYSIS
2 . 1 Theory
Observational astronomers measure the intensity of radiation
from the sky as a function of position, frequency, polarization, and
time. Very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) gives the most precise
relative positions with an accuracy better than a milliarcsecond. The
concept of VLBI is not simple, and the use of VLBI becomes more com-
plicated with the desire for more accuracy. The principles of VLBI
in general and spectral line VLBI in particular are discussed by
Moran (1973). Several VLBI recording systems have been reviewed by
Moran (1976). In this Chapter I will review the theory and techniques
which I used to determine the size and position of the maser sources.
The response of an interferometer to radiation from a point on
the sky may be expressed as a complex function whose magnitude is
proportional to the intensity of the radiation and whose phase is de-
termined by the total delay between the signal from the two telescopes,
In the ideal case, all the delay is due to the extra travel time of
the radiation to the second telescope. The phase due to this geo-
metric delay is
* = - B • S turns 2.1
c
where S is the unit vector pointing to the source, B is the baseline
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vector pointing from telescope 1 to 2, f is the observing frequency
and c is the speed of light. In a coordinate system with the Z axis
parallel to the earth's instantaneous pole, the X axis in the direction
of 0° longitude and the Y axis in the direction of 90° west longitude,
*(f) = I [/(X^ + Y^) cos 6 cos (IHA) + Z sin 6] 2.2
where IHA (interferometer hour angle) = UTC + GASTM - a - tan"""- (Y/X),
UTC is the coordinated universal time, GASTM is the Greenwich apparent
sidereal time at midnight UTC, a and 6 are the right ascension and
declination of the source, and X, Y, and Z are the separations of the
telescopes in meters along each axis. If a and 6 are the only un-
certain quantities in Equation 2.2, and if the phase determined from
Equation 2.2 is removed from the data, then the residual phase must be
due to an offset of the source from the assumed position, i.e..
3$ 36
or
A<D = y(X^ + Y^) sin (IHA)j cos 6 Aa
+ + Y^) sin 6 cos (IHA) + Z cos 6]a6.
The quantities in brackets are called u and v. They are the project-
ed baseline components in wavelengths. The fringe spacing, i.e., the
separation between lines on the sky whose interferometer phases differs
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by 2., is 0V206 (u^ +
.^f^^ ^ ^ ^.^^.^^^ wavelengths.
From a series of measurements of A<(, at different times. Aa and A6
may be found by a least squares fit.
In practice, of course, the determination of the phase is much
more complicated. There are instrumental phase drifts, errors in the
clocks at each station, errors in the local oscillator rates, atmos-
pheric effects, and errors in the baseline determination. A major ef-
fort in VLBI is to remove all contributions to the phase which are not
due to source structure.
During a VLBI observation up to 10 bits of information per
day can be recorded at each telescope. From that data one wants to
determine the size and position of a few tens of velocity features.
The data processing of a VLBI observation is described in Section 2.2,
map making in Section 2.3, and size determination in Section 2.4. The
observational results from each epoch will be the velocities, inten-
sities, and relative positions of the masers. The size of the masers
were determined from the 1978 observations which had baselines most
suitable for that measurement.
2.2 Processing
The original Mark II VLBI recording system was described by Clark
(1973). The use of the Mark II processor was described by Hansen
(1977). In essence, the VLBI processor delays the signal from the
second telescope by the appropriate time, removes from that data stream
the phase effect for a number of specified parameters, and then cross
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correlates the two data streams for 192 complex delay channels. The
processor Fourier transforms the cross correlation functions into
cross power spectra discarding the sideband not observed, and applies
the fractional bit shift correction, i.e., a frequency dependent ph
shift which compensates for finite resolution in the digitized delay.
The result is a cross power spectrum in velocity of 96 complex chan-
nels. The processor also autocorrelates the data for each individual
telescope for 96 time delays to obtain a total power spectrum in
velocity for each telescope. All these correlations are summed for
0.2 seconds and then recorded on magnetic tape for further processing
by a general purpose computer.
The first postprocessing program scans the 0.2 second records
from the processor for bad records and discards them. The good records
are averaged coherently for a time interval which is limited by fac-
tors discussed later in this paragraph. The advantage to coherent
averaging is that the signal to noise ratio increases as the square
root of the integration time. The disadvantage is that, since the
phase of the signal varies with time, the average of the real part and
the average of the imaginary part each approach zero. Some part of
the phase change is systematic. The change which is due to errors de-
tected in the analysis of the data, e.g., baseline, frequency, or
source position errors, may be removed by rotating the phase through
the correct angle. The remaining systematic phase changes are used to
determine source structure. Imperfections in the frequency standards
or changes in the atmosphere introduce random phase noise into the
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data which limits the averaging time to a duration much shorter than
the coherence time, i.e., the time over which phase noise will reduce
the amplitude of the correlated signal to one half its true value.
The coherence time varies from a minute to an hour depending on the
stability of the frequency standards (hydrogen masers or rubidium
clocks) at the telescope, the atmosphere, and the observing frequency
of the observation. Typically, the cross power spectra are averaged
for one or a few seconds. The autocorrelation data, having no phase
information, may be averaged for a few minutes. The only limitation
on the integration time of the autocorrelation data is the time scale
for any change in the spectra due to telescope drift, changes in the
weather, or changes in the receivers. In addition to improving the
signal to noise ratio of the data, averaging also reduces the amount
of data which must be stored and further processed. This slightly
averaged data is usually the least postprocessed data which is kept.
If no source has been detected in the cross correlation data by this
point in the processing, the experiment is probably a failure. If
sources have been detected, several additional processing techniques
can be applied to the data.
The most important technique is phase referencing. At this
point in the processing, the intensity of a few maser features in the
spectrum should be far above the noise intensity and the phase of the
data for that velocity channel should be determined by the radiation
rather than by the noise. The phase of a strong feature contains all
the systematic errors and random phase noise discussed above. The
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phase reference technique substracts the phase of a reference channel,
i.e., one with a strong signal from a single point source, from all
the other channels. This removes the random phase noise, and reduces
the phase effect of many other errors. The remaining phase is due
mainly to source structure and clock errors.
* = f [B • (S - S )] + (f - f ) , 2 4c o o error
where f is the sky frequency, points to the reference feature, S,
to the feature whose phase is measured, f^ is the sky frequency of
the lower edge of the bandpass, and x^^^^^ are other errors in the
delay. The gross effects of delay errors may be estimated and removed
if strong, unresolved continuum sources were observed. Since phase
referencing removes all the random phase fluctuations, one may inte-
grate far beyond the coherence time. However, all information on the
absolute position of the source is lost, and, if the reference fea-
ture has any spatial structure, it is superimposed on all the other
velocity features.
The phase still contains second order effects from errors in
the parameters. There are also 2tt ambiguities in the phase. If one
takes the time derivative of the phase, then all the error effects
which are independent of time, as well as the 2it ambiguities, dis-
appear. This time derivative is called the phase rate or the "fringe
rate". The major contribution to the relative fringe rate is the
change in u and v as the earth rotates. In practice, the fringe rate
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is determined by Fourier transforming a time sequence of complex am-
plitudes for a particular velocity. The result is the fringe rate
spectrum for that velocity. Two examples of fringe rate spectra are
shown in Figure 10. Each fringe rate spectrum was obtained by Fourier
transforming a 96 point time sequence of data for one velocity, each
point of which was the signal averaged for 10 seconds. The fringe
rate of the strongest peak in a spectrum is taken as the fringe rate
for that velocity. (The peak in the 9.8 km s""^ fringe rate spectrum
at -22 mHz (channel 28).) A table of the fringe amplitude as a
function of fringe rate and velocity is shown in Figure 11. Each ver-
tical column is a fringe rate spectrum for a velocity channel, and
each horizontal line is a velocity spectrum at a particular fringe
rate. The data shown in Figure 10(a) and (b) are cut (A) and (B) in
Figure 11. Figure 12(a) shows a velocity spectrum at one particular
fringe rate (the rate of the peak amplitude for the 9.8 km s""'' chan-
nel). It is cut (C) on Figure 11. Figure 12(b) is the velocity
spectrum at the fringe rate of the peak amplitude for the 8.8 km s"'^
channel. It is cut (D) in Figure 11. Figure 13 shows the amplitude
(bottom) and fringe rate (top) of the peak in the fringe rate spectrum
of each velocity channel. The points shown in Figure 13 are enclosed
in boxes in Figure 11.
Averaging the data is done in several stages. The data is
averaged and the residual fringe rate analyzed to determine why it is
not zero. If the cause of the fringe rate can be determined, the phase
effect of that cause is removed from the data. This reduces the fringe
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Fig. 10. Sample VLBI fringe rate spectra of Orion from 1978
November 2 1125 UT for (a) the 9.8 km s"! velocity channel, and (b)
the 8.8 ku s"! velocity channel. The horizontal axis is the fringe
rate in MHz. The amplitude is in units of the geometric mean of the
system temperatures of the two telescopes.
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Fig. 11. A sample plot of fringe amplitude as a function of
fringe rate and velocity for Orion from 1978 November 2 1125 UT.
The amplitudes are relative and run " ", 1, ... 9, A, ... Z, with
"Z" being the greatest amplitude. The cuts through the plots
are
(A) the fringe rate spectrum for the 9.8 km s"! channel
(Figure 10a),
(B) the fringe rate spectrum for the 8.8 km s"! channel (Figure
10b),
(C) the velocity spectrum at the fringe rate of the strongest
maser
at 9.8 km s"! (Figure 12a) and, (D) the velocity spectrum at
the
fringe rate of the strongest maser at 8.8 km s"! (Figure 12b).
The
boxes enclose the strongest feature in each velocity channel.
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Fig. 12. sample velocity spectra of
Orion from 1978 November 2
n9S UT at the fringe rate of the peak in the fringe rate
spectra for
(t) thi 9 8^ channel, and (b) the 8.8 km s"! channel. The
!:io:";;cale is for the -cal stanaara of r - .n un.
s o ^km s^^.
th-etrctririrufitn^ ^L^sLm^trlfILn^'of the system
tempera-
tures of the two telescopes.
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Fig. 13. A sample plot of the peak amplitude and its fringe
rate from the fringe rate spectrum for each velocity channel for
Orion from 1978 November 2 1125 UT. The velocity scale is for the
local standard of rest in units of km s~^. A number by a spectral
peak is its LSR velocity. The amplitude of the spectrum is in units
of the geometric mean of the system temperatures of the two tele-
scopes. The vertical scale for the fringe rates is in millihertz.
The points shown in this spectrum are enclosed in boxes in Figure 11.
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rate and the data can be further averaged. Hopefully, one reaches
the point where the phase of the data is due entirely to source
structure.
The fundamental limit on the integration time is the size of
the area over which the masers are spread. If the masers are far apart,
the difference in their fringe rates will be large. If one reduces
the fringe rate of one maser to zero, the others will still have non-
zero fringe rates. Upon integration, the amplitude of a feature falls
off as sin (TTft) (TTft)"^ where f is the fringe frequency (rate) and t
is the integration time. Hence, the integration time should be less
than about (4f ) If necessary, the area on the sky can be divided
into subsections which are further averaged and processed separately.
Once averaging has reduced the quantity of data to a more
manageable size, the amplitude of each cross power velocity spectrum
is calibrated. During the observations, some data were taken with the
telescopes off source (or on a continuum source). These observations
reveal the bandpass of the individual telescopes. As for a single
telescope observation, the spectrum for each individual telescope is
S^(on) - S^(off)
T
S (off)
Since the noise at each telescope is uncorrelated, it is not necessary
to subtract the off source spectrum from the cross power spectrum.
However, the cross power spectra are divided by the geometric mean of
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the bandpasses of the individual telescopes to correct for gain varla-
tions across the bandpass.
The cross power and total power spectra can now be corrected
for the Doppler shift due to the earth's rotation. In an observation
with a single telescope, the local oscillator frequency is updated
regularly under computer control. VLBI requires that the observing
frequency be known to a small fraction of a Hertz. The best way to
'
achieve this accuracy, and to reduce the opportunity for nonrecover-
able errors at record time, is to set the frequency once for a source
and remove the Doppler shift in postprocessing.
The final step of the calibration is to normalize the cross power
spectra of each telescope pair to the best composite single telescope
spectrum. The first phase in this process is to obtain a good spec-
trum from each individual telescope. Since noise may dominate the
spectrum from some telescopes, a template spectrum is made by averag-
ing the good data from the best telescope (s) . The total power spectrum
from each telescope is then fit to this template by adding a constant
factor to the spectrum and multiplying by a scale factor. The cross
power spectra from each telescope pair are then divided by the geo-
metric mean of the scaling factors of the two telescopes to normalize
the cross power spectra to the template spectrum.
The postprocessing has reduced the data to a total power spec-
trum for each telescope and a time sequence of appropriately averaged
complex cross power spectra for each telescope pair. Further analysis
will determine the position and size of each maser.
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2.3 Map Maklnp
A cross power spectral value measures one point in the Fourier
transform of the brightness distribution of a source at one velocity.
This value is the vector sum of the complex responses, i.e., ampli-
tudes and phases, of the interferometer to emission from each point
within the telescope beam. The responses add constructively or de-
structively depending on the u-v position and the separation of the
points on the sky. A precise map of a source could be reconstructed
from a complete collection of cross power spectra for each point in
the u-v plane. The limited u-v coverage (especially for low declina-
tion sources such as Orion), unknown variations in the delay (hence
phase), and computer limitations (a water vapor map of Orion would
have several billion points at each velocity) prevent this. To over-
come these problems, a number of assumptions are made. The masers
are considered to be point sources to determine their relative po-
sitions. This is reasonable because the size of a maser is a few
astronomical units, while the area over which they are spread is
20 000 a.u. in diameter. It is also assumed that at any particular
velocity there is only one maser. This is not always correct and a
processing system for determining the positions of several masers
with the same velocity is under development.
With the above limitations and assumptions, phase mapping is
the most accurate technique to determine the relative position of a
velocity feature. A least squares fit is found to Equation 2.3 for the
measured relative phase at a number of u-v points. Since 2-n ambiguities
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in the phase must be resolved, the technique is lifted to features
which are so close together and baselines (in wavelengths) which are
so short that the relative phase goes through only a few turns in a
day. Phase mapping yields the extremely accurate relative positions
of the Orion OH masers given in Section 4.1.
The Orion H^O masers are spread over a larger region on the sky
than the OH masers and the baselines between the same telescopes, when
measured in wavelengths, are 13 times longer. Since direct phase map-
ping was impossible because of 1^ ambiguities, fringe rate mapping was
used. In this technique, a least squares fit is found to the time
derivative of Equation 2.3, i.e.,
^ = I / (X^ + Y^) [cos (IHA) cos 6 Aa
+ sin (IHA) sin 6 A6]
, 2.6
for the fringe rates measured at a number of u-v points. The rotation
rate of the earth, ft (7.29 10~^ radians s"^)
, is implicit in Equation
2.2 to convert UTC, GASTM, and a from units of time to radians. A
great deal of sensitivity is lost in going from phase mapping to fringe
(phase) rate mapping. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the fringe rate
to offsets in declination contains a factor of sin 6. For Orion with
a declination of -5°, fringe rate mapping is ten times less sensitive
to an offset in declination than to an equal offset in right ascension.
In addition to the fundamental problems of fringe rate mapping,
there are also technical problems. The processing programs select the
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fringe rate of only the strongest feature in the fringe rate spect,
for a particular velocity channel. The program ignores secondary
peaks in the fringe rate spectrum due to emission at the same velocity
but from another position on the sky. For example, while the fringe
rate spectrum for the 9.8 km s"^ velocity channel (Figure 10(a) and
Figure 11 cut (A)) had only one peak (at -22 mHz), the fringe rate
spectrum for the 8.8 km s"^ velocity channel (Figure 19(b) and cut (B)
on Figure 11) contains four peaks. This implies that emission at
8.8 km s ^ comes from at least four distinct positions on the sky.
Only the amplitude and fringe rate of the peak at 0 mHz (channel 49)
will be used for the fringe rate map of the 8.8 km s"^ emission. The
peaks at -22 mHz and +14 mHz are emission from the wings of the ve-
locity features centered at 9.8 and 9.3 km s"^. Those masers will be
mapped by the peak fringe rates at those velocities. However, the peak
at 17 mHz representa a feature which does not dominate any velocity
channel. With a fringe rate mapping program which selects only the
strongest peak in each fringe rate spectrum, this maser will be missed
entirely. This selection technique of picking only the strongest
peak not only ignores some sources but may select the wrong source be-
cause the size of a peak depends on the degree of resolution of the
source as well as the intensity of the source. Thus, a large strong
source might be the biggest feature in the fringe rate spectrum on a
short baseline but be completely resolved on a long baseline. On a
long baseline, a weak but small source might dominate the fringe rate
spectrum. In this case, a least mean squares fit would fail because
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the selected fringe rate at different u-v points would correspond
to different positions on the sky.
For an illustration of how fringe rate mapping works, consider
a velocity spectrum at one particular fringe rate (Figure 12(a) and
cut (C) on Figure 11). The fringe rate for Figure 12(a) is the rate
of the peak amplitude for the 9.8 km s""*" channel. All the features
which appear in that spectrum have the same fringe rate and therefore
lie on a line on the sky of constant fringe rate. (An interferometer
is sensitive to position offsets in only one direction at any one
time.) As the earth rotates, the lines of constant fringe rate
change angle on the sky; hence, features at different positions on
the sky will not always have the same fringe rate. The dependence
of the fringe rate on u and v makes fringe rate mapping possible
(Equation 2.6). The two velocity features shown in Figure 12(a)
had nearly equal fringe rates at all times during the day, proving
that the masers were very close together. The velocity spectrum at
the fringe rate of the peak in the 8.8 km s ^ fringe rate spectrum
(cut D in Figure 11) is shown in Figure 12(b). That figure indicates
that the masers at -4.2, +2.9, 4.0, and 8.8 km s ^ all lie close to a
line on the sky of equal fringe rate. At other times of the day
these velocity features had different fringe rates proving that they
had different positions on the sky.
Dispite all the problems, the relative positions of the strong
water vapor masers in Orion are determined by fringe rate mapping to
an accuracy of OVOl in right ascension and OVl in declination. At
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the distance of the Orion Nebula. OVOl corresponds to 5 a.u., the
approximate size of a water vapor maser.
2.4 Maser Size
Once the position of a maser, which was assumed to be a point
source, has been found by phase or fringe rate mapping, one would like
to determine its actual spatial structure. If the maser has structure,
the interferometer response to each point on the source will be
slightly out of phase. As u or v increases, the phase difference in-
creases. The measured amplitude, which is the vector sum of the
interferometer responses to each point on the source, will vary (usual-
ly decrease) as the phase difference increases. With complete u-v
coverage, the source brightness distribution could be precisely re-
constructed. With reasonable u-v coverage, the most probable source
structure could be reconstructed. With typical VLBI u-v coverage, the
source is modeled, and the model parameters are adjusted to fit the
data.
The most common models are a few closely spaced point sources,
a circular source of constant intensity, or a circular source with a
Gaussian intensity distribution. A circular Gaussian source is char-
acterized by its position, total intensity, and full width at half
maximum (FWHM)
.
The FWHM and the visibility (V), i.e., the ratio of
the cross correlated power to the total power, of a source are re-
lated by
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V = exp 1-3.56' r FWIM____-|2 |
[ [ fringe spacing] j
*
an
a
Both the total power and the cross power are difficult to measure
accurately. The total power of a velocity feature is derived fro. the
single telescope spectrum taken during the VLBI experiment. If
observer has gone to the extra effort of a VLBI experiment over
single telescope experiment, he wants to spend most of his time record-
ing signals which can be correlated. Therefore, the off source time is
usually much shorter than the on source time. Furthermore, the on
and off scans are typically half an hour apart. Spectral baseline de-
termination is extremely difficult in the water vapor spectra of
Orion A and other strong sources because the emission spans the 2 MHz
VLBI bandpass. A constant baseline offset is often removed using the
lowest one (1) channel. With a switched frequency VLBI spectrum, a
constant baseline may be fit to one side of the spectrum. However,
fitting a slope is difficult and is usually not done.
The cross correlated power of a velocity feature is assumed to
be the amplitude of the strongest peak in the fringe rate spectrum for
that velocity. This value is usually a lower limit to the amplitude.
Each integration reduces the amplitude by sin (Trft) (Trft)""'" where f
is the fringe rate and t is the integration time (see Section 2.2).
This effect is usually negligible expect for the final integration
before the calculation of the fringe rate spectrum. The amplitude re-
duction in that final integration may be as large as 36% (ft = 0.5),
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but. Since the fringe rate is deter^ned for the feature, the ampli-
tude may be corrected. Oscillator phase noise also reduces the am-
plitude until the data is phase referenced. The effect of oscillator
noise can be calculated and corrected if the data contains observa-
tions of an unresolved source. Any effect which spreads the power
from a source over more than one fringe rate interval will reduce the
peak in the fringe rate spectrum, and hence, the determined cross
power amplitude. Fourier transforming data which spans too long a
period of time will broaden a peak in the fringe rate spectrum because
the source will have one fringe rate at the beginning of the transform
period and another rate at the end.
The cross correlated power determined from the fringe rate
spectrum for a certain velocity measures the power from only one po-
sition on the sky. To properly calculate the visibility one must know
the total flux from just that position. Unfortunately, a single tele-
scope spectrum measures all the power at a particular velocity within
the telescope beam. For example, in the 1978 November 2 spectrum
(Figure 34), the 6.1 km s feature has a visibility of 0.79 ± 0.01
for fringe spacings ranging from 37 to 211 milliarcseconds
. The remain-
ing 21% of the flux density, i.e., 1000 Jy, must come from diffuse
sources and/or point sources at other positions in the telescope beam.
In the velocity range from 3 to 18 km s""*" there could be flux density of
several hundred Janskys from weak diffuse sources. If 400 Jy were sub-
tracted from the autocorrelation spectra in the range from 12 to
18 km s the visibility of the features in that velocity interval
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would range from 0.5 to 1.0 Instead of the measured 0.1 to 0. A.
Other problems in determining the visibility arise because some
telescopes have circularly polarized feeds and others have linearly
polarized feeds. For an unpolarized source, the effect of unmatched
feeds is removed by multiplying the cross power spectra by /2. In a
source with polarized emission like Orion, the correction factor de-
pends on the degree of polarization and the angle of the feed. Since
linearly polarized feeds usually have a fixed angle to the horizon,
the plane of polarization on the sky to which the feed is sensitive
changes as the telescope tracks the source. Consequently, the cor-
rection factor varies with feature, telescope, and time. The template
fitting process described in Section 2.2 depends on the spectra from
each telescope being identical except for a constant baseline offset
and scale factor. This, of course, is not true for polarized features
observed with feeds at different position angles. Template fitting
will replace random noise with systematic effects. The net effect
may still be beneficial, but the fit must be done with caution. Par-
ticular attention was paid to the polarization problem in Orion in the
1978 November 2 water vapor data. The effect on the measured visi-
bility was less than 10%.
Considering all sources of error, one can usually estimate the
size of a feature whose FWHM is greater than 0.2 of the smallest fringe
spacing but less than 0.7 of the largest fringe spacing. Outside these
size limits the calculated diameter is extremely sensitive to small
changes, i.e., noise, in the visibility and only upper or lower limits
to the FWHM can be determined with much certainty.
CHAPTER III
THE WATER VAPOR MASERS
111 Early Water Vapor Observations of Orion
Cosmic water vapor lines were first detected by Cheung et al .
(1969) In 1968 towards Orion A, Sgr B2 and W49. The high Intensity
and unusual narrowness of the lines suggested that the population of
water vapor molecules was not In thermodynamic equilibrium, and that
maser action was producing the Intense radiation. The lines which
Cheung et al. (1969) detected were from a rotational transition at
22 235 MHz. The water molecular Is an asymmetric rotator, I.e., the
moments of Inertia about all three axes are unequal. For this reason,
K, the projection of the angular momentum, J, onto any axis is not a
good quantum number. However, the molecule may be approximated as
a combination of a prolate and an oblate symmetric top. A state with
angular momentum J is labeled as
-^K K
prolate oblate
where the K's are the projection of J onto these prolate and oblate
axes. The water vapor lines at 22 GHz come from the 6,, - 5^^ rota-16 23
tional transition. It is coincidental that these states lie so close
together. Most of the rotational transitions are in the infrared.
The energy of the 6^^ and levels corresponds to a temperature
of approximately 650°K. In the ground electronic state, the
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first and second electron shells are full. The electrons are paired
and have a net spin and angular momentum of zero. The sum of the spins
of the hydrogen nuclei, which must be 1, interacts vectorially with
J to produce three hyperfine states in each rotational level. The al-
lowed hyperfine transitions of the 6^^ - rotational transition and
the resulting spectrum are shown in Figure 14.
Many observations of the Orion nebula region in the water vapor
transition at 22 GHz followed the initial detection (Knowles et al.
1969a, b, Meeks et al . 1969, Buhl et al . 1969). Sullivan (1971 and
1973) monitored several sources (e.g., W49 , Orion A, VY CMa, W3,
ON-1, W75(S)) from 1969 January to 1970 June for time variations in
intensity, velocity, line width, and polarization. His observations
in 1969 and 1970 showed that Orion had four main spectral groups at
-6, +2, 9 and 15 km s The -6 and 15 km s groups varied only
slightly in amplitude and showed little or no polarization. (In
Section 4.3 I will associate these features with an evolved star.)
The other groups contained features which varied by more than a factor
of two. (The individual features of Sullivan's velocity groups at 2
and 9 km s are now known to be spatially separate.) The 11 km s
feature was constant in both intensity and velocity. The more in-
tense features were usually the most linearly polarized, although the
features at 6.5 and 11 km s showed no linear polarization at the
10% level. The position angle of the polarization varied with time,
and the position angle and percent of polarization were not constant
across a velocity feature. No circular polarization greater than 10%
was seen in Orion.
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The number of water vapor observations of Orion dl^nlshed after
1970. Polarization studies were done by Bologna e^. (1975) and
Knowles and Batchelor (1978). Little, White, and Riley (1977, .onltor
ed Orion fro™ 197A August to 1976 January. Their results supported
those of Sullivan, m an Interesting analysis of time variations,
they produced a histogram for W49 and Orion of the number of features
Which varied by a certain percent during 40 to 50 day periods. Orion
had no features which varied by more than a factor of two while 25%
of the features sampled in W49 varied by more than a factor of two
in that time period.
As early as 1969. Meeks et al
. (1969) attempted to map the
relative positions of the masers in Orion to within a few arc-
seconds. Burke et al. (1970) and Johnston e^. (1971) showed that
the individual masers were extremely small (1 - 10 a.u,). Moran et al
(1973), using VLBI, determined the sizes and relative positions of
several features (Figures 15, 16, 17). The general characteristics
of the VLBI maps have been confirmed by single telescope maps made
from a five point offset pattern (Moran et al . 1977 Figure 18, and
Genzel and Downes 1977 Figure 19). The relative positions determined
with VLBI are hundreds of times more accurate than single telescope
maps because phase information is used. In 1977 Forster et al . (1978)
determined the absolute positions of five water vapor masers in Orion.
Those positions are shown on the map (Figure 8) relating the
masers to the OH masers, the SiO masers, the CH^OH masers, the infrarec
point sources, and the H2 emission.
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The number identifying a maser is its LSR velocity (k^l^)
. Theamplitude of a feature is proportional to the arel of the circle atthe inaser position. The bars are the formal errors from the 5eastsquares fit of the position offset to the relative fringe rates A
cTrclT
had offset uncertainties smaLer tha; theircle. The origin of the axis is the position of the 11 km s-1
qnfro..f .2^^^^°^ = ^ ^2"^ ""^'^^ ^ 0-02 and 6(1950) = -5° 24'
t 1978). The open circle indicates the es-tima ed location of the 11 km s"! feature from the 1971 March map.The map has the same scale as Figure 8. The IRC sources areshown to facilitate the comparison of maps from different epochs
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Fig. 16. A Mark I VLBI map from Moran et al . (1973). A more
detailed description of the map is given in the caption for Figure 15.
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Fig. 18. A single telescope water vapor map for 1976 June
from the Haystack observatory (Moran et al . 1977). The number iden-
tifying a maser is its LSR velocity (km s"!). The amplitude of a
feature is proportional to the area of the circle at the maser po-
sition. The error bars are the uncertainties in the positional offsets
from the 17.2 km s"! feature. A feature without error bars had off-
set uncertainties smaller than the circle. The error bars without
•'s indicate the position of a maser with a peak flux density of less
than 700 Jy. The origin of the axis is the position of the 11 km s
1
feature at a(1950) = 5^ 32^ 47?58 ± 0?02 and 6(1950) = -5° 24' 9V3 ±
0V5 (Forster et al . 1978). The map has the same scale as Figure 8.
The IRC sources are shown to facilitate the comparison of maps from
different epochs. Problems in telescope pointing resulted in the
displacement of the position offsets compared to the VLBI maps.
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Fig. 19. A single telescope water vapor map with high ve-
locity features for 1976 October-December from the Bonn 100 m tele-
scope (Genzel and Downes 1977a) . The number identifying a maser is
its LSR velocity (km s"-'-) . The amplitude of a feature is propor-
tional to the area of the circle at the maser position. The error
bars are the uncertainties in the relative positions of the masers.
The uncertainty in the absolute positions of the masers is 2" in
both right ascension and declination. The maser positions are rela-
tive to the 10.9 km s~l feature. However, the position found by
Genzel and Downes (1977a) for the 11 km s~-^ feature, i.e., a(1950) =
5h 32m 47S75 j. 0S15 and 6(1950) = -5° 24' 12" ± 3", is offset from
the origin of the map as determined by Forster et al . (1978) by
Aa = +2V6, A6 = -2'.'7. This positional error allows for a large shift
of the masers relative to the IRC sources. The scale of the inset
is twice that of the larger map. The spot sizes, which indicate the
flux density of the masers, have the same scale in the inset and the
larger region.
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Fig. 20. A composite spectrum of the Orion H2O lines observed
on Dec. 7, 1976 near the positions of maximum line intensity given
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Genzel and Downes (1977a) reported 13 high velocity features
in Orion A from 10 positions as far as 30" from the KL nebula (Figure
19). The spectrum is shown in Figure 20. The high velocity features
are scattered all over the map and cannot be spatially associated with
the IR sources or the low velocity features. The high velocity fea-
tures have only one or two lines. There are no high velocity OH or
SIO masers.
3.2 New Maps of the Water Vapor Masers in Orion
In the spring of 1974, 1 proposed a VLBI monitoring program
to measure the time variations in the water vapor masers associated
with Orion A. The goal of that project was to determine the permanent
characteristics of the masers, the variable characteristics of the
masers, and the manner in which they vary. The long-lasting character-
istics are indicative of the underlying energy source, while the
variations are indicative of changes in the gas flow, the maser pump,
and the degree of saturation. Extremely accurate positions were es-
sential to this project to (1) distinguish intrinsic changes in an
individual maser from apparent changes caused by variations in several
frequency blended but spatially separated masers, and (2) determine
if the masers had proper motion. With positional accuracy of 10
milliarcseconds (5 a.u.), one could detect transverse velocities of
25 km s in a year. Hence, if the transverse velocities were com-
parable to the radial velocity dispersion of the masers, I should
have seen the masers move.
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To measure the time variations in the water vapor masers, I
observed Orion A in 1975 March. 1976 September, 1978 July and 1978
November. Using the new. high spectral resolution. 96 channel VLBI
processor. 1 also reanalyzed data recorded in 1972 and 1974. The
constant parameters of the telescopes are given in Table 2, the
parameters which varied from experiment to experiment, in Table 3.
and the range of velocities and fringe spacings. in Table 4. The re-
sulting maps of the region at these six epochs are shown in Figures
21 through 26. A composite map of all six epochs is shown in Figure
27 with an enlargement of the southwest section in Figure 28. The
total power and cross power spectra associated with each map are shown
in Figures 29 through 34. Tables 5 through 10 summarize the data for
each epoch.
The maps and the tables give the positions of the masers
relative to the 11 km s feature which is the most constant and least
blended of the strong features. Its absolute position (Forster et al.
1978) is shown in Figure 8. Any motion in the 11 km s~"'' emission
would appear as a shift in all the other source positions. Fortunate-
ly, no shift was seen. The 11 km s""*" feature is present in all maps
except the 1970 June and 1971 February maps of Moran et al . (1973).
For the detailed discussion of the time variations in the water
vapor masers. I will divide the entire maser region, which is
20 000 a.u. (500 a.u. = 1") in diameter, into "clusters". A cluster
is a region less than 1000 a.u. (2") in diameter containing one, two.
or occasionally more velocity features. 1 identify 13 clusters in
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TABLE 3
Varying Telescope Parameters of the H„0 VLBI Observations
Telescope T
sys ixme otanaarcl Receiver Polarization
December 1972
NRAO 2000 Hydrogen Maser Mixer Linear East-West
Haystack 150 Hydrogen Maser Maser Linear Horizontal
NRL 600 Hydrogen Maser NRAO Paramp Linear East-West
January 1974
NRAO 600 Hydrogen Maser Paramp Linear East-West
Haystack 150 Hydrogen Maser Maser Left Circular
March 1975
NRAO 700 Hydrogen Maser Paramp Linear East-West
Haystack 200 Hydrogen Maser Maser Left Circular
NRL 2000 Hydrogen Maser Mixer Linear East-West
ARO 500 Hydrogen Maser Paramp Left Circular
OVRO 700 Hydrogen Maser Paramp Linear
September 1976
NRAO 600 Hydrogen Maser
Haystack 150 Hydrogen Maser
NRL 1100 Hydrogen Maser
and Rubidium
Cooled Mixer
Maser
Degenerate
Paramp
Linear East-West
Left Circular
Linear East-West
July 1978
FCRAO 2000 Hydrogen Maser Mixer
Haystack 200 Hydrogen Maser Maser
Linear Horizontal
Left Circular
November 1978
FCRAO 2000 Hydrogen Maser Mixer
Haystack 200 Hydrogen Maser Maser
Linear Horizontal
Left Circular
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Experiment
December 1972
January 1974
March 1975
September 1976
July 1978
November 1978
TABLE 4
VLB I Observing Sessions
Velocity Range
(km s'-^)
-6 to +20
-5 to +21
-5 to +21
-16 to +33
-5 to +21
-12 to +34
Fringe Spacing
Minimum Maximum
(mllliarcseconds)
3.2
3.3
0.7
3.6
37
3.9
22
4
38
16
37
211
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Fig. 21. A Mark II VLBI fringe rate map. The number identify-
ing a maser is its LSR velocity (km s"!) . The amplitude of a feature
is proportional to the area of the circle at the maser position. The
bars are the formal errors from the least squares fit of the position
offset to the relative fringe rates. A feature without error bars
had offset uncertainties smaller than the circle. The error bars
without -'s indicate the position of a maser with a peak flux density
less than 700 Jy. The origin of the axis is the position of the
11 (10.8) km s-1 feature at a(1950) = 5^ 32™ 47?58 ± 0?02 and 6(1950)
5° 24' 9'.'3 + 0V5 (Forster et al . 1978). The map has the same scale
as Figure 8. The IRC sources are shown to facilitate the comparison
of maps from different epochs.
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Fig. 22. A Mark II VLBI fringe rate map. A more detailed
planation of the map is given in the caption for Figure 21.
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Fig. 23. A Mark II VLBI fringe rate map. A more detailed ex-
planation of the map is given in the caption for Figure 21.
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planation of the map is given in the caption for Figure 21.
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100
Fig 27. A composite map of all water vapor masers seen in
any of the six VLBI experiments of this dissertation plus
those of
Moran et al. (1973) in 1970 and 1971. A maser is again
identified
by itsTsFvelocity (km s"!) . The symbol indicates the epoch
when
the maser was present. The size of the symbol has no
significance.
Error bars are omitted for clarity. The small boxes m the northeast
indicate the positions of the 11 and 4.2 km s"! features._
The
11 km s-1 feature was seen in all epochs and the 4.2
km si feature
was seen in all epochs except 1976 when it was
probably hidden by a
strong feature at 4.1 km s-5- at another position.
The fY-bols in the
boxes were within 200 a.u. of the 11 km s"! or 4.2 km
^^f^^^ure
The central box contains the shell features. Because
of their large
size the shell features were mapped only on the
short baseline ex-
periment of 1978. An expanded map of the southwest
section is shown
in Figure 28.
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Fig. 28. An expanded scale composite map of the southwest
cluster of masers. The broken lines delineate the clusters discussed
in the text.
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Fig. 29. A water vapor spectrum for Orion A. The solid line isthe total power spectrum while the x's are the cross power spectrum.I.e., the amplitude of the strongest peak in the fringe rate spectrumfor each velocity channel (see Chapter II) . The fringe spacing at
which the cross power spectrum was taken is given above the spectrum.Because most strong masers in Orion A are resolved, the cross correla-
ted power is usually for the largest fringe spacing available. The
numbers above the features are the velocity (km s"!)
, total power(Jy), and visibility of the feature at this spacing. Other parameters
of the spectral features are given in Tables 5-10.
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Fig. 30. A water vapor spectrum for Orion A. The solid line is
the total power spectrum while the x's are the cross power spectrum,
i.e., the amplitude of the strongest peak in the fringe rate spectrum
for each velocity channel (see Chapter II). The fringe spacing at
which the cross power spectrum was taken is given above the spectrum.
Because most strong masers in Orion A are resolved, the cross correla-
ted power is usually for the largest fringe spacing available. The
numbers above the features are the velocity (km s~l) , total power
(Jy)
,
and visibility of the feature at this spacing. Other parameters
of the spectral features are given in Tables 5 - 10.
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Fig. 31. A water vapor spectrum for Orion A. The solid line
IS the total power spectrum while the x's are the cross power spectrum,
I.e., the amplitude of the strongest peak in the fringe rate spectrumfor each velocity channel (see Chapter II.) The fringe spacing at
which the cross power spectrum was taken is given above the spectrum.
Because most strong masers in Orion A are resolved, the cross corre-
lated power is usually for the largest fringe spacing available. The
numbers above the features are the velocity (km s"!) , total power
(Jy), and visibility of the feature at this spacing. Other parameters
of the spectral features are given in Tables 5 - 10.
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Fig. 32. A water vapor spectrum for Orion A. The solid line is
the total power spectrum while the x's are the cross power spectrum,
i.e., the amplitude of the strongest peak in the fringe rate spectrum
for each velocity channel (see Chapter II) . The fringe spacing at
which the cross power spectrum was taken is given above the spectrum.
Because most strong masers in Orion A are resolved, the cross corre-
lated power is usually for the largest fringe spacing available. The
numbers above the features are the velocity (km s~l) , total power
(Jy) , and visibility of the feature at this spacing. Other parameters
of the spectral features are given in Tables 5-10.
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Fig. 33. A water vapor spectrum for Orion A. The solid line is
the total power spectrum while the x's are the cross power spectrum,
i.e., the amplitude of the strongest peak in the fringe rate spectrum
for each velocity channel (see Chapter II). The fringe spacing at
which the cross power spectrum was taken is given above the spectrum.
Because most strong masers in Orion A are resolved, the cross corre-
lated power is usually for the largest fringe spacing available. The
numbers above the features are the velocity (km s~l) , total power
(Jy) , and visibility of the feature at this spacing. Other parameters
of the spectral features are given in Tables 5-10.
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Fig. 34. A water vapor spectrum for Orion A. The solid line is
the total power spectrum while the x's are the cross power spectrum,
i.e., the amplitude of the strongest peak in the fringe rate spectrum
for each velocity channel (see Chapter II) . The fringe spacing at
which the cross power spectrum was taken is given above the spectrum.
Because most strong masers in Orion A are resolved, the cross corre-
lated power is usually for the largest fringe spacing available. The
numbers above the features are the velocity (km s"-'-) , total power
(Jy) , and visibility of the feature at this spacing. Other parameters
of the spectral features are given in Tables 5-10.
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Fig. 35. The intensities and velocities of the 10 and 11 km s~l
features in the NEll cluster at each VLBI epoch. Similar graphs were
produced for each cluster, but since no correlation was seen only one
sample is given.
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Orion. A cluster is named by the subsection of the map in which it
appears and the velocity of its most distinguished component. The
clusters in the northeast are NEll and NE4. The central section of
the map is named the "central" region. The H2O, OH and SiO spectral
features from this cluster probably arise in an expanding shell of
gas about a star. The map becomes more complicated to the southwest.
Genzel and Downes (1977a) combine several clusters into "sources"
which they designate "A" and "B". I name a cluster with this "source"
letter and velocity. Thus a cluster is denoted by x// for the # km s""*"
feature in the "x" group. If several features appear in a cluster,
the velocity of the longest lasting one or the one which is not seen
at any other position is used. Thus, the cluster containing the
15 km s feature in source "A" is A15.
For each cluster I have prepared a chart showing the intensity
and velocity of the features arising from it. A sample is shown in
Figure 35. These charts show no correlated intensity or velocity
variations. In the following section I will discuss each cluster (but
not each velocity feature) as if it were independent. In Section 3.3,
I will discuss possible groupings of the clusters.
3.2.1 NEll . The most constant feature in Orion is the 11 (10.8 to
11.1) km s feature in the northeast corner of the maser region.
Moran et al . (1973) first determined the feature position in 1971
March. They did not show a position for this feature in the 1971
February map, although it had the same intensity in that spectra as
it did in the 1971 March spectra. In 1970 June its intensity was
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less than 200 Jy. Sullivan (1971) found this feature to be constant
and unpolarized with a total flux of 2000 Jy between 1969 January and
1970 March. Little, White, and Riley (1977) observed this feature
increase from 15 000 Jy in 1974 August to 30 000 Jy in 1976 February.
There was no noticeable line narrowing during the increase. The fea-
ture was constant in velocity and linewidth as Sullivan (1971) found
it in 1969. At 30 000 Jy, it was the strongest maser ever seen in
Orion.
The 1978 maps also show a 9.8 km s"""" feature in this location.
It was the strongest feature in the spectra in 1978 July and 1978
November. The 9.8 km s"^ maser is offset from the 11.0 Ian s"^ maser
by about 100 a.u. (0'.'2)
.
3.2.2 NE4
.
A second distinct cluster on the Orion maps lies five
seconds west of the 11 km s"""" feature. It is constant in position and
contains velocity features ranging from 3.3 to 5.2 km s""'". This clus-
ter often has two features separated by 1 km s""*" in velocity. They
are coincident to within the error bars (5 to 50 a.u.). The features
have varied from undetectable to 5000 Jy. There has been a feature
of at least 4000 Jy in this position at each epoch.
3.2.3 NE6. This is a new, strong feature in a new position with a
flux density of 4700 Jy. It first appeared in 1978 November. A care-
ful reexamination of the 1978 July data revealed no hint of it to the
level of 200 Jy. Genzel and Downes (1977a) found a weak feature at
-92.8 km s '" whose error bars (±2") covered this position.
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This cluster was seen only l„ ,he earliest (1970-1971)
maps (Moran et_al. 1973). It had strong features at 2.4 km s"!
(700 jy) and 3.7 >c. s'^ (3400 to 1500 Jy) . My .aps show no features
near this position In any of the six epochs. In 1979, Genzel (private
co-unlcation) found a weak feature at 1.0 km s"! within 1" of this
cluster.
3 5^ The Central Rep^ion. The central region is sometimes called
the "shell" region because the H^O, OH and SiO spectra from this po-
sition display a pattern expected from an expanding shell of gas
about an evolved(?) star. The central region is located 15" south-
west of the 11 km s-1 feature. Its masers may be generically
different from the other masers. The masers of the central region are
spread over an area 1000 a.u. (2") in diameter. Emission in the ve-
locity range
-7.5 to -3.2 km s"\ 13.2 to 15.0 km s'^, and 17.2 to
18.0 km s ^ comes from this region. The typical flux densities are
less than 1000 Jy.
It was only with the 1978 November 2 VLBI observations between
Haystack and FCRAO which included the largest fringe spacing (0V2 or
100 a.u.) ever obtained in an H^O VLBI experiment that these shell
features were not highly resolved. I determined the diameter of the
-4.2 km s feature to be 10 ±10 a.u., the diameter of the -7.0 km s"!
feature to be between 15 and 40 a.u., and the diameters of the 14.6
and 17.4 km s ^ features to be between 10 and 60 a.u. The large un-
certainty in the size is the result of the difficulty in determining
what fraction of the total power to attribute to a resolved source at
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the central position, and what ^.action to att.i...e to emission fro.
other positions. This proble. was discussed in Chapter II
-Data
Analysis... m an atte.pt to overcome this problem. I coherently in-
tegrated the cross correlated data for a long period of ti.e at the
central position and at the B18 position. The B18 cluster contained
several features at the same velocity as the shell features. I re-
moved the correlated flux of the features at B18 fro. the total flux
before calculating the visibility for the central features. It did
not make a great deal of difference. Hence, the shell features are
truly resolved unless there is weak emission from other positions at
these velocities. The same correction process was applied to the
visibilities of the BIB features.
Relatively constant intensity was a common property of the shell
features. The dramatic increase of the -4.2 km s"^ feature from
2200 Jy in 1976 to 4600 Jy in 1978 has changed that. The VLBI cover-
age of the
-4 to -8 km s~^ region of the spectrum only began in 1976
September with the taking of frequency switched data. The -4.2 km s"^
feature lies at the edge of a 2 MHz bandpass centered at 8 km s""*-.
3.2.6 A-.2. The low velocity shell features were originally placed
in this cluster because the true shell features were resolved. The
flux densities were 1000 Jy or less.
3.2.7 A3. This cluster shows emission from 2.4 to 3.7 km s""*".
In 1978 it also showed emission at 1.5 km s""^. Its features, which
are typically 1000 to 2000 Jy, are often masked by emission from the
NE4 cluster.
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The 1976 September H^O map shows a 7.6 km s'^ feature of 2100 Jy
with a 3.3 km s'^ feature of 4500 Jy displaced from it by (-OVl. +0V7).
The OH map of 1976 May showed a 3.8 km s'^ feature displaced from the
7.1 and 8.6 km s'^ features by (-OVl, +0V8) (see Section 4.1). The er-
rors in the H^O positions allow for the differences. The absolute po-
sitions agree to within 1". but the one sigma error bar in declination
for the OH absolute position was 5". The three OH features had re-
cently increased in intensity. This may be the first precise coinci-
dence of OH and H2O masers. Future observation with the VLA will con-
form or disprove this.
^•^•Q masers in this cluster are the best candidates to
study in the search for transverse motion. The features between 6 and
8 km s have flux densities of a few thousand Janskys. The 7.7 km
feature reached 12 000 Jy in 1974. However, in this region of the
spectrum many lines blend together and features less than 1000 Jy
would be lost in other features. The features in this cluster at
other velocities have typical flux densities of a few hundred Janskys.
The cluster has had two features in the velocity range from 6.5 to
7.8 km s "'" from 1972 to 1978. The 6.5 km s"-*- feature has shown
steady motion toward the northeast. The declination uncertainties
from one epoch to the next overlapped. The right ascension error
bars from one epoch to the next also overlapped except between 1974
and 1975 when the feature shifted 0'.'5 to the east. The projected
shift in position between 1972 and 1978 was 600 a.u., which requires
an average velocity of 500 km s This would be the highest velocity
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ever observed for a water vapor ^ser. An alternative explanation is
that a feature at the first position was replaced by another 600 a.u.
away between 1974 January and 1975 March. Because water vapor ^sers
change on a time scale of a few months while the observations were
separated by 14 months, this is a plausible argument. It is, in fact
more plausible than a 500 km s'^ maser. The 7.4 km s'^ feature had
even more erractic position shifts. In 1975 and 1976 emission near
7.4 km s ^ was dominated by stronger features in other clusters. In
the epochs when the 7.4 km s"^ maser was seen in the A6 cluster, its
position had large error bars caused by blending with other features.
For these reasons, it is difficult to attribute the apparent shift of
the 7.4 km s maser to transverse motion. If the shift were due to
transverse motion, the velocity would be 500 km s"-"". In future ex-
periments more attention should be given to this cluster.
liljl ^ll- Over the years this position has shown emission at 0.0,
2.1, 4.2, 7.3, 15.0 to 15.6, 27.1, 27.9, and 28.8 km
-1
The most
constant feature is at 15 km . However, it is highly resolved. Mo
of the emission at this velocity probably comes from the central
cluster, and the component that is mapped in this cluster is a weak
unresolved maser. Thus, the flux density cannot be measured. There
was a strong source of 5000 Jy at 7 km s""'' in this cluster in 1975
March (the strongest in the cross power spectra). However, in 1974
and 1976 the emission at 7 km s came from different clusters. The
features at 27 and 28 km s""*" with a flux density of 3200 Jy and
1400 Jy are from this cluster. Their velocity changed by 0.7 km s
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or
in six months but they remain separated by 1 km s'^.
3.2J,0_A18. This cluster has had several features of 1000 Jy
less since 1976. It has features at 8.7. 18.6 and 25 km s'^. The
18.6 km s-1 emission is polarized. The 8 and 18 km s'^ emission is
blended with radiation from other positions. At other epochs there
has been emission within a few seconds of this position (outside the
error bars) between 7.5 and 8.1 km s'^ and at 18.7 km s'^. The
25 km s ^ emission was not in the observed VLBI bandpass before 1976.
^•^'^^ '^^^^
^
si^^Ple cluster. It has shown only one feature
in four epochs. It had emission around 9.5 km s"^ in 1972 (5700 Jy)
and 1974 (8100 Jy) (and possibly in 1971) and around 8.4 km s'^ in
1975 (1300 Jy) and 1976 (1100 Jy)
. This is the clearest case of a
feature at one velocity being replaced by another 1 km s~^ from it at
the same position. In 1978 there was no emission from this cluster.
^jIjiH B9. Emission from 9.2 to 9.5 km s"""" with flux density between
1000 and 6000 Jy has come from this region in most epochs. However,
the positions have varied by hundreds of astronomical units, probably
because of blending. Emission at 9 km s"""- has dominated the spectra
at three different epochs. Each time it has had a different position.
This velocity is near the general cloud velocity of 8 km s""*" and one
might expect 9 km s to be a commonly occurring velocity.
3.2.13 B18
. Emission has been seen from 14.4 to 20.9 km s"''' from
this cluster at different epochs. Some feature has been seen in this
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cluster in each map since 1972. The peak flux density was always
less than 1000 Jy.
3.2.14 Nondetections. It is interesting to note that no masers have
been detected within 3000 a.u. of the Becklin-Neugebauer object.
There are no water vapor masers coincident with IRC3, IRS2, or the
peaks of H2 emission at 2.12 ym.
3.3 Discussion
Several important conclusions can be drawn from my observations
of the water vapor masers. The first deals with the spatial relation-
ship among the individual velocity features. The most basic spatial
grouping is a "cluster". A cluster consists of one or more velocity
features which are often not coincident but are within 1000 a.u. (2")
of one another. The position of a velocity feature is constant over
years to 50 a.u. Since it cannot be said with certainty that a cluster
has appeared and disappeared, the lifetime of a cluster is probably
longer than the ten years over which masers have been observed.
One cluster has disappeared (NW3) , and at least one new one has ap-
peared (NE6)
.
The appearance of other new clusters might be attribut-
ed to wider velocity coverage, improved sensitivity, or changes in the
relative intensity of blended features. The individual velocity
features also last several years, although they show intensity
variations on a time scale of weeks.
The intensity and variability of a water vapor maser are func-
tions of its location. The northeast masers are strong, long lasting,
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ers
and occur in isolated clusters. The southwest masers are more var-
iable, less intense, and occur in clusters which almost blend into
one another. The individual velocity features of the southwest clust
come and go, but the clusters themselves remain. The masers in the
central cluster are not very intense, and they change slowly. They
are, as noted before, larger than the other masers. m addition to
the masers which occur in clusters, weak emission is seen from random
positions in the maser field. Table 11 shows the number of masers as
a function of intensity and position. All the masers at different
epochs were counted as separate masers. This technique, which counts
long lasting masers several times, gives an indication of the duration
of a feature. The most significant point to note from the table is
that although only 17% of the masers were in the northeast, 57% of the
masers with flux densities over 5000 Jy were in the northeast. The
southwest clusters, which had 60% of all the masers observed, had the
remaining 43% of the masers over 5000 Jy. Alternatively, 40% of all
the masers in the northeast were over 5000 Jy while only 8% of the
masers in the southwest were over 5000 Jy. None of the central clus-
ter masers or the field masers were over 5000 Jy. Thus, there seems
to be a strong correlation of intensity with position. Later, I will
associate these four classes of masers (and a fifth class, the high
velocity masers) with different evolutionary stages of a star.
The most likely velocity separation between features in a clus-
ter is 1 km s but separations as large as 27 km s'"*" have been seen.
The histogram in Figure 36(a) shows the number of pairs of velocity
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TABLE 11
The Number of H^O Masers in Orion as a Function
of Flux Density and Position
Flux Density
(kJy)
0- 1
1- 2
2- 3
3- 4
4- 5
> 5
Northeast
Clusters
2
2
0
3
5
8
Southwest
Clusters
37
16
8
1
3
6
Central
Cluster
Field
Masers
13
1
2
0
0
0
Total
61
20
10
5
9
14
Total 20 71 12 16 119
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Av (km s"M
Fig. 36. (a) The number of pairs of HoO maser velocity fea-tures as a function of their velocity separation. The velocities at
all epochs were used, but only features in the same cluster were pair-
ed. The intervals on the velocity axis span 1 km s"! centered on thegiven velocity. Thus, the count at 1 km s"! includes all separationsbetween 0.5 and 1.5 km s"!. Features at the same epoch in the same
cluster whose velocity separation was less than 0.5 km s"! would nothave been resolved. Features at different epochs with a velocity
separation of less than 0.5 km s"! were considered to be the same
feature which had drifted in velocity.
(b) Only features in the same cluster at the same epoch were
paired, but all combinations of velocity separations between such
features were counted.
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a
B8
features within a cluster as a function of tHeir velocity separation.
The features of the central cluster were o.itted because they were
heavily blended and would have given excessive weight to velocity
separations around 1 and 20 s'^ (the velocity separation of the
Shell features). I associated the features at different epochs and
counted a pair only once even if the pair was observed at several
epochs. If a feature at one velocity was replaced by another at
different epoch, that was also counted as a pair. For example, the
cluster produced one pair with a velocity separation of 1 km s'^. At
any particular epoch, only differences between a feature and its next
closest velocity neighbor were counted. Between epochs, only the
smallest velocity changes were counted although a change of less than
0.5 km s ^ between epochs was interpreted as a velocity drift of a
single feature. Within a single epoch, features in the same cluster
separated by less than 0.5 km s"^ would have been interpreted as a
single feature. There were 21 features whose velocity differences
fell between 0.5 and 1.5 km s"^, five whose velocity differences fell
between 1.5 and 2.5 km s""^, and 14 whose velocity differences fell be-
tween 2.5 and 25 km s"'''.
As an alternative analysis, I considered each cluster at each
epoch as a single sample (Figure 36(b)). I calculated the velocity
difference between each feature in a cluster and every other feature
in that cluster. For example, in 1972 the A15 cluster had features
at 0.0, 15.0, and 15.6 km s This gave differences of 15.0, 15.6 and
0.6 km s As can be seen by the example, this technique emphasizes
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an-
the larger velocity separations which were
.issed by the first
alysis where only the differences between adjacent velocity features
were counted. No velocity differences between epochs were considered.
Thus, the B8 cluster was not counted at all. Even this analysis, which
favors larger velocity separations, shows 24 pairs with velocity
separations between 0.5 and 1.5 km s'^, two pairs with velocity sepa-
rations between 1.5 and 2.5 km s-\ four pairs with velocity separa-
tions from 3.5 to 4.5 km s-1, and 20 pairs with velocity separations
from 4.5 to 27 km s'^ From both analyses I conclude that the ve-
locity separation of 1 km s'^ is a fundamental characteristic of water
vapor masers. The cause is not well understood. In the following
paragraphs I will discuss several non-kinematic causes of the
1 km s separation.
The 6^^ - 5^3 transition of the water vapor molecule has six
hyperfine components with velocity separations of 0.4, 0.6, 1.8, 0.6,
and 2.4 km s""^ for a total spread of 5.8 km s"^ (Figure 14). How-
ever, the first three lines, i.e., those with velocity separations of
0.4 and 0.6 (and 1.0) km s"^, are 40 times stronger than the other
three lines. While the hyperfine splittings are in general agreement
with the velocity separations, there is enough variation that a second
cause for the 1 km s velocity separation must be found.
For Zeeman splitting to produce the 1 km s"''" separation of the
velocity features, the masers must have a magnetic field of a
kilogauss (Genzel et al
. 1979a). This is far greater than the 10 - 100
milligauss field expected in a cloud with a typical maser density of
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9 -3
10 cm
.
For the resonant Stark effect 1 p m.^ .v ii L, I.e., the Interaction of the
^lecule with the electric field of the Intense ^ser radiation, to
produce the 1 km s'^ separation, the radiation temperature must be
18
10 °K which is 10 times greater than that measured in strong masers
(Genzel e^. 1979a). Hence, neither the Zeeman effect nor the
resonant Stark effect can explain the 1 km s'^ line separation.
Another possible cause of the velocity separation is turbulence
within a cluster. Turbulence would produce more features with small
velocity separations. The maser velocity pairs with approximately
1 km s velocity differences may be hyperfine components whose fre-
quency has been slightly shifted by turbulence. It is more difficult,
hut not impossible, for turbulence to explain the larger velocity dif-
ferences because of the large energy dissipation. Perhaps the fea-
tures with large velocity separations occur in different parts of an
expanding shell of gas about a protostar. I will discuss expanding
shells of gas about protostars later in this section.
The velocity widths (Tables 5 through 10) determined from the
fringe rates indicate that most strong features are accompanied by
weak emission over several km s from the same cluster. This may be
the H^O equivalent of the SiO pedestals of Snyder et al . (1978).
The only evidence for a correlated velocity shift is that of
the two features near 28 km s which changed by 0.7 km s""^ in ve-
locity but maintained a separation of 1 km s The phenomena has not
been reported before. It suggests that the lines are hyperfine com-
ponents of a single cloud moving at 20 km s relative to the average
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:naser velocity. The cloud is being slowed by the ambient
.ediu.. i,
would be .ost interesting to find other such pairs of features, com-
pare their separation to the hyperfine splitting, and see if the clouds
are always being decelerated, or if acceleration also occurs.
My observations aid in answering the question, "How tnany stars
are forming in the Kleinmann-Low nebula?" For water vapor data, the
question is equivalent to asking how the masers are grouped. If each
velocity feature is a separate protostar. then approximately 30 stars
are forming in the Kleinmann-Low nebula. If Orion is a typical star
formation site, extrapolation of its 30 protostars to the entire
galaxy indicates that more stars are forming than are observed. There-
fore, the smallest grouping which may correspond to an individual
protostar is probably a cluster. If each cluster is pumped by its own
protostar, then at least 13 stars are forming in the Kleinmann-Low
nebula. If the IR sources are included, the minumum number rises to
15. This is slightly larger than the average number of stars in a
subgroup of an OB association (Blaauw 1964).
There is no observational evidence, other than spatial proximity,
that any of the clusters are related. Some investigators have grouped
a few of the clusters together. Genzel and Downes (1977a), having
produced a single telescope map of Orion (Figure 19). grouped the maser
in the southwest into two centers of activity. A and B. My VLBI ob-
servations have shown that the shell features, which they include in
source A. are actually associated with IRC2. However, my composite
VLBI map (Figures 27 and 28) shows that the southwest masers could be
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and
grouped l„.o two near
.He posUions of
.ource . and B. P.,...
box in Figure 27. The diameter of the A rina • ucn g is about 2000 a u
the «a^.e. of .,e B Is about 1000 a.u.
.Uhou.H the souI„es.'
-sers could be divided Into two centers of activity. 1 fma It as
reasonable to group the„ all Into one center of activity 5000 a.u In
diameter. This Is the si.e predicted for a dust cocoon about a BO
(12 K,) star. If the various clusters in the southwest are In a shell
about a single star, then the velocity of the Individual
.asers In a
cluster „ust be due to turbulence. I^e energy which would be dissipated
in turbulence in a cluster is at the li.it of the energy which could
be supplied by the wind and radiation fro. a B star at the center of
the southwest ,^sers. The northeast clusters. NEll. NE4, and NE6. are
within 5000 a.u. of one another and could also be associated with a
single BO protostar. The diameter of the entire maser region, i.e..
20 000 a.u.. is about the size predicted for a dust cocoon about an
08 (20 Mg) star (Yorke and Krugel 1977).
I propose that Orion A shows four types of H^O masers which are
associated with star formation. The first type is the strong Isolated
feature seen in the northeast (NEll. NE4. NE6 and perhaps NW3) . The
second type of maser is the more variable and not too Intense maser
found in the southwest. Although the individual features in the second
type of cluster come and go. the clusters themselves remain. The third
type of maser is the high velocity feature. These three maser types
are related by the following evolutionary pattern. (See. for example.
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Mezger 1978 and Yorke and Krugel 1977 ) A 7n mg X ly//.) 20 Mg protostellar cloud
wUh a .adl.s of 60 000 a.u. inUiaUy contracts s„«.l,.
. cental
core develop, and for.s a .ain sec,uence BO (12 star while the sur-
rounding gas continues to fall onto it ^ a . ur xi . A dust bound ionization front
destroyed. The dust cocoon outside the ionized region will absorb
all the stellar radiation and reemit the energy in the infrared.
Radiation pressure acts on the grains, and at 3000 a.u. this pressure
will stop the infall of the grains. This determines the final .ass of
the star. The density in the outer dust cocoon may reach 10^ cm-\
while the density inside it will range from 10^ cm'^ a few astro-
nomical units from the star to 10^ cm'^ just before the second dust
cocoon. The temperature throughout the region could be as high as
lOOC'K. At some positions in the shell, conditions will be suitable
for masers. Velocity gradients in the gas flow will be small allow
ing long gain paths for maser amplification. The paths would be long-
lasting because the gas flow is smooth. Such conditions would produce
the strong, long-lasting masers of the first type.
About 10^ years after the BO star has formed, the compact HII
region begins to expand into the dust shell. The ionization front of
the expanding HII region is preceded by a shock front. Between the
shock and ionization fronts conditions are again suitable for
masers. However, one can evision how the interaction of the shock
with high density inhomogeneities in the cloud would create a chaotic
pattern in the gas flow. The path length for maser amplification
would be short, and the flux of the masers, small. Furthermore, the
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to vary
.apidl.. Hasers in such a region would
.elong
.o the class
of less intense, rapidly varying
.asers. After another 30 000 years
the ionization front will reach the edge of the protostellar cloud
creating an optical HII region. The low velocity :nasers will dis-
appear, but a stellar wind fro. the newly forced star .ay accelerate
dense neutral clumps fro. the original cloud to large velocities to
create the high velocity H^O masers. The BN object is possibly such
a newly formed star. It has a super compact HII region (Hall e^.
1978) and no masers within several thousand astronomical units of it.
It is centered on the high velocity H^O masers (Genzel e^. I977a)
and is as likely a source for them as any other object in the field.
The fourth type of H2O maser is the "field" maser. The entire
region approximately 1' in size has an inverted water vapor popula-
tion. The cause of the inversion is the infrared emission from the
Kleinmann-Low nebula. Where the projected velocity gradient is small,
one sees weak maser emission. Examples of this are the 20 km s"""-
emission in the southeast corner, the 13 and 15 km s~^ emission to
the far north, the 0.6 km s~^ feature in the west, and the occasional
features which appear between the shell and the northeast masers. It
is not clear if the missing 2.4 and 3.7 km s"""" masers of Moran et al .
(1973) were "field" masers or a third concentration similar to the
northeast and southwest concentrations. The field masers may blend
into the weak high velocity features which lie farther from the strong
masers. A base of emission formed by weak field masers may underlie
the entire spectrum.
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In addition to the four classes nf u nx ot H^O masers associated with
star for^tion, I find a fifth class of H^O
.aser in Orion. This
class is composed of the
.'shell" features, which have velocities fro.
-7 to
-3 s-1 and from +15 to +18 km s'K While the diameter of the
star formation masers is one a.u., the diameter of the shell features
is 10 to 60 a.u. Furthermore, the shell masers vary much less rapidly
in intensity than the other masers. Finally, each shell spectral
peak consists of many features spread over approximately 3 km s'^
All the features of both peaks are within 1000 a.u. of one another.
The discovery that the masers near -5 and +17 km s"^ are larger
and more stable than the other H^O masers in Orion is very exciting
because it is these features which one would like to associate with a
shell of gas about a star. There are similar features near these
velocities in the OH and SiO spectra (Figure 37). The two sigma er-
ror bars for the 1665 MHz OH shell features from 17.6 to 23.7 km s"^
(Raimond and Eliasson 1969) cover the position of the H2O shell fea-
tures. My observations (see Chapter IV) show that the OH features
from
-8 to -5 and +15 to +23 km s"^ are larger, less variable in in-
tensity, and less polarized than the other OH masers seen at 1665 MHz.
All the Orion SiO masers are at the shell feature velocities. The
SiO maser positions (Moran et al . 1977) are within 2" of the H2O masers,
and our 1978 November VLBI experiment (Genzel et al . 1979b) showed
that the two SiO spectral peaks were coincident. The compact infrared
source, IRC2 (Rieke, Low, and Kleinmann 1973), is coincident with the
shell masers and may be the pump.
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Fig. 37. The shell features in the spectra of H2O, OH, and SiO
for Orion A. The shaded H2O features are from the shell position.
The shaded OH features were so large that they were not detected in my
1976 VLBI experiment.
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The spatial and velocity agreement between shell H,0, OH and
SiO masers leads one to associate them. The most reasonable explan-
ation is that they come from an expanding shell of gas about a star.
This Shell structure in the spectrum is more typical of an evolved
star than a protostar. (Protostars usually have a large number of
narrow H^O features spaced randomly over a 30 km s'^ velocity range.)
More significantly, the SiO masers in Orion are the only ones not
clearly associated with an evolved star. Genzel e^^. (1980), in a
very sensitive search for SiO masers in 27 regions of star formation
(e.g., W3(0H), W49N, W51N), found nothing. In 21 of these sources
they could have detected emission as strong as the Orion SiO emission.
Thus, my observations of the H2O masers, OH masers, and SiO masers,
when coupled with other observations, make a very compelling case for
an evolved star in the Kleinmann-Low nebula.
An evolved star in the Kleinmann-Low nebula would be most un-
usual. Even the optical nebula contains no evolved stars. Further-
more, the characteristics of the Orion object do not exactly match
those of other evolved stars. The 22 km s~^ separation of the SiO
peaks is the widest known. The OH peaks are also widely (>20 km s"""")
spaced. The similar velocity separation for the H^O, OH and SiO
spectral peaks is not expected in a gas whose velocity increases with
radius. However, the SiO emission arises close to the star where the
velocity of the gas may be controlled by shocks (e.g., Wilson and
Hill 1979). No long term variability in the IR like that associated
with Mira variables has been seen. None of these objections are so
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strong
..a. one can
.nXe ou. a M.ra va.UMe
.oweve. XHe
supa.sian.s „Uh 0„/„^0 ^se.s di„e.
.He Klein^nn-^„
source. The supersiants do no. have a sy^e.rical SiO spec.rn.
.n.
they do have strong, unpolarlzed 1612 MH. OH emission with peaks
separated by 50 U„ s'^. All these arguments against associating the
Shell features with an evolved star are only ,uantltatlve while nothing
even qualitatively like the shell source Is seen In other regions o£
star for.^tlon. 1 conclude that the shell features In Orion are as-
sociated with an evolved star or some unique object which Is not
found in other regions of star formation. This Is the same conclusion
reached by Genzel et al . (1980).
On the basis of my VLBI observations, little can be said about
the time variations of the Orion A masers. The transverse motion
which I set out to find was not definitely observed. There was some
evidence for it in the A6 cluster. Hence, the transverse velocities
of the masers are probably less than or equal to the radial velocity
dispersion of the masers, a not unexpected result. A more restrictive
limit on the transverse motion would require that the maser conditions
exist at a particular point in space and that the radial velocity is
caused by gas flow at that position. Detection of transverse motion
would imply that the maser is a cloud of gas in translational motion.
The failure to detect very high transverse motion assures us that
the features are not high velocity features with most of their ve-
locity across the line of sight, but a large amplification path along
the line of sight. No clear correlations were seen in the amplitude
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the
variations of the maser features. The tine vari.^.•c ia iations given in
Section 3.2 are a collection of curiosities.
rne data in this chapter reveals so.e interesting hints int
the nature of .aser regions. However, to better understand the t
to a few milliarcseconds in right ascension and declination. At
distance of the Orion nebula. 10 milliarcseconds corresponds to 5 a.u.,
the approximate size of a water vapor maser. Ten milliarcsecond ac-
curacy is possible with relative phase mapping if we can (1) overcome
the problems of multiple sources in a velocity channel, (2) determine
the clock errors at the stations to 50 nanoseconds, and (3) remove
the 27T ambiguities in the phase. The telescopes should have an east-
west and north-south spacing of 20 to 1000 km. To distinguish trans-
verse motion of a maser from the random appearance and disappearance
of separate masers. several observations must be made during the few
months time scale over which masers vary. Thus, Orion should be ob-
served once a month for two years. There is still much work to do
before the water vapor masers in Orion are understood.
CHAPTER IV
THE HYDROXYL MASERS
4.1 VLBI Observations
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ABSTRACT
5 = -5°24'2g" + k" Th^c.
detected near the position a = 05''32">46''85 + OM anH
objec, Ld'if.he-4j;=„i ,r ssr.?Sh"" r" °' %i =«'<i-'^eiL"„LT^
I- of each other and had apparent sTzes of aZl^^^^^^^^ Thl 8^ T-","!' ^''7 "-ilhi-co«e« and were c,rc„a
^-ferom^ry
-
- interstellar: molecules - nebulae: Orion Nebula -
I. INTRODUCTION
The Orion Nebula contains the most thoroughh
studied molecular cloud in the Galaxv. It is about 500
pc from the Sun and contains most known interstellar
molecules. However, by galactic standards its hvdrox\ l(UHj maser emission is weak, and had not been ob-
served previously with very long baseline interfer-
ometers (VLBI). We report the results of a VLBI
experment in which we observed the maser emission in
^
,..7 transition of the ground state of OH
at 1665.401 MHz. The observations are described in
§ 11; and the positions, sizes, and polarizations of the
niaser components are given in § III. In § IV we discuss
the relationship of the OH masers to the other molecular
masers and infrared sources in Ori A.
II. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The observations were conducted on 1976 Ma>- 27 as
part of an eight-station VLBI network experiment. The
five telescopes from which data were used were the 43 m
telescope of the National Radio Astronomy Observator\-(NRAO) in Green Bank, West Virginia; the 26 m tele-
scope of the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) at
Maryland Point, Maryland; the 40 m telescope of the
California Institute of Technology (OVRO) at Big
* The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by
Associated Universities, Inc., under contract with the National
Science Foundation.
1 inc; the 26 m telescope of the University of California
in Hat Creek; and the 26 m telescope of the Harvard
Radio Astronomy Station (HRAS) at Fort Davis, Texas
Other stations in the network were not used either be-
cause their sensitivity was too low or because the base-
lines they formed were too long.
The minimum fringe spacings of the interferometer
pairs were 0.' 16 for NRAO-NRL, 0"077 for OVRO-Hat
Creek, 0'r024 for OVRO-HRAS, and O'Oll for OVRO-
NRAO. The shortest projected baseline was achieved
with the NRAO-NRL interferometer giving a fringe
spacing of 0''33. All interferometer observations were
made in linear polarization with the £-field vector
aligned north-south. The 1665 MHz OH emission from
On A shows little, if any, linear polarization (Palmer
aiid Zuckerman 1967). the data on Ori A were taken
with a 250 kHz bandwidth which covered LSR veloci-
ties from -14 to 31 km s"'. For calibration 3C 120, 3C
84, and other continuum sources were observed with a
2 MHz bandwidth. The local oscillators were held
constant at all stations and the data were later shifted
in frequency to compensate for the motion of the
Earth. All stations except Hat Creek had hydrogen
maser frequency standards. Observations were alter-
nated with 15 minutes on Ori A and 5 minutes on 3C
120. The data were recorded with the Mark II VLBI
system (Clark 1973).
The data were correlated with the NRAO Mark II
VLBI processor in Charlottesville, Virginia. The
L65
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resulting 144-point total-power and cross-power spectra
Tl'^z (oTt"f^^?'
-V*^'''"^
spectrafresourn okH (0.4 km s '). The fringe amplitudes, rates andphases for each spectral channel were anaKved to viddposmons and fringe visibilities for the individual n aserfeatures (Moran 1973).
On 1977 April 2 Ori A was observed with the \KA()43 m telescope to determine the circular polarization ofthe maser components detected in the VLB I exoeri
in. RESULTS
a) Structure
_
The total power spectra for Ori A in right and left
circular polarization from 1977 April 2 are shown inFigure 1. We detected fringes <luriig the V LHl expe ri"
nient from the features at 3.8, 7.1, and 8 6 km s-' on
oi^^^ff "^^^^ r.eek'idi;:szn the shorter projections of the ()\ R() HKAS base-
VD A.I u^*-' ,f*^=i^"''es \vere resolved on the OVRO-
. ir?- completely
ht VP An V 1''"'T' '"''"^'"S '^^^ ^^"-^^ pro ectione NRA( ~.\RL baseline. The minimum detectable
(3 <7) flu.v density was about 1 jv (r, = 0.25 K for an
unpolarized feature in the scale of Fig. 1) In Table 1
we list the lower limits for the apparent sizes of those
maser components not detected, assuming a circular
Oaussian brightness distribution.
The fringe visibilit\ of the 8.6 km s"' component
decreases as the projected baseline length increases.
Vol.218
T.Vin.E 1
S.^Ks, I-u.x Densities, am. I>olaruat,ox or l.E.vTnRKs ,n t„f
'665 M Hz OH Slectrum ok Or.ok A
Veloc-
ity* Sa]
(kms-') (arcsec)
i*t DiamelcrJ
(arcsec) (..\U)
'>'{1977) Pol.§
(J.v) (percent)
-7.0
—
.S.7
+ .?.8
+ 7.1
+ 7.9
+ 8.6
+ 11.1
+ 15.7
+ 17.8
+ 18.9
+ 19.9
+ 20.9
+ 22.6
-0.06.?
+ 0 (K)2
-0.0.S4
±0.001
0
0.848
±0 ()0.i
-0.017
+ 0.(K)1
0
>70
>90
13||
25
25
>30
>70
>70
>70
>70
>70
>70
7 +30
8 +20
16 +40
44 +60
9
-20
38
-80
8
-30
9
-20
12 +20
19
-20
22 0
24 +20
15 0
^^MVith respect to the LSR and a rest frequency of 1665.401
-S°7V'7V'^To%'n,'°J^''' =
05i'32-46»8S
« =
.1 l-i 29 (1950). Errors are formal 1 a values.
X I .\L" corresponds to 0"002 or 1.5 X 10" cm.
§ I'cTCcnt circular polarization (-f-, riKht; -, left).
' ("ore component.
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g 10-
<
~n \
—
OR/ON A
1665 MHz
RCP
- LCP
Velocity (km s"^)
res^and a tfaSnlrcJiuencT !.f766sTofMH '"rh' ''"Tr ''''^"LS" ^ The velocitN axis refers to Ihe local standard of
were obtained on 1977 April 2 on the 43 m NRAO antenna and are ver>' similar to those obtained during the VLBI ohservations.
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This component can be modeled as a circular Gaussian
vv.th a u l width at half-maximum (FWHM) of o'o4?
1 km -^'bility of th
two ror mnTP°"'"' " '°"^P'^^; either has
^ase th.r
c«"iponents or ,s elongated. In either
3 W r . ""'"uf the source has a position angle
about o'oS Th"°rJ^l
'"^ '''' ^his axis is
0.05. e 3.8 km s"' component has a fringe
OVRO ^Vt'u''!'^'''''' "'^^^'>- ™"^tant on thO-Hat Creek, NRAO-NRL, and OVRO-HRASbase ines. It was not detected on the \RAO-OVRO
baseline. This suggests that half of the flux densitv
h.n ]i'T TuTc ^''^"^ ^ component larger
~o"o25 ™"'P°"e"t of diameter
b) Positions
The absolute position of the 8.6 km s"' mase-- com-ponent was determined by analyzing the fringe rate
r MP^rVtr'ot'^'*"'"' ^"^ calibration sources withthe NRAO-NRL and OVRO Hat Oeek interferom-
eters. Iwenty observations of Orion, 20 of ?C 120
27 of 3C 84, and 25 of other calibrators on each baseline
were used. A model of the densitv profile of the iono-
sphere was made from monthly mean ionosonde data
obtained at Wallops Island, Virginia. A simple ex-
ponential model was used for the wet and dr\- com-
ponents of the troposphere. The a priori coordinates
were accurate to about 2 m on the .\RA() \RL base-
line and 5 m on the 0\ R()-Hat Creek baseline The
positions for the calibrators, accurate to 0"! were
taken from Rogers el al. (197.^), Several least-mean-
square analyses were performed. In the simplest the
fringe rate of .SC 120 was subtracted from that of
Orion and the position of the maser found from a two-
parameter fit. Because of the angular proximity of the
two sources, the effects of errors in the atmospheric
model and in the baseline were reduced. Also, anv
drifts in the frequency standards were removed. More
complex analyses, using all the available data on theNRAO-NRL baseline, were performed to estimate up
to six parameters (two source coordinates of Orion, two
equatorial baseline components, a zenith propagation
path length, and a local oscillator frequency offset).
The formal errors in right ascension and declination
were typically ()".5 and 3", respectively, and the mean
baseline coordinates were found to be = 223750 + 1
and B„ = -40574 ± 1 m. These solutions allowed us
to make a critical evaluation of systematic effects in
the data and led to a more conservative estimate of the
sourc^ coordinate errors. The best position for the 8.6km s ' feature is
HYDROXVL MASF.RS IN ORION"
a = 05''32'"46'85 + 0?1
5 = -5°24'29" + 5" (1950.0) .
The errors are 1 a values which include an allowance
for systematic effects. The larger error in declination is
due largely to the poorer sensitivity of the fringe rate
data on low declination sources. This position is slightly
different from the preliminary results reported at the
150th meeting of the AAS (Hansen el al. 1977).
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The OH masers we detected are approximately 12"
south of the Becklin-Neugebauer infrTred so ce and
'n the vicinity of the infrared source IRc 4 and the
southern H.0 and CH3OH masers (see F g 2) Tl^e^are significantly displaced from the OH maser components in the velocity ranges of 4.0 to 4.5 and 7 6 to23,7 km s but close to those in the range 6.8 to 7 9km s detected b>- Raimond and Eliatson ( 969)Raimond and Lliasson used the Owens V'alleN- interferometer with a baseline of 16(X) feet (500 m) anddetected those maser components which we \ave
completelN- resolved. Thus it appears that there are ^tleast two regions of OH maser activit^• in Ori A
The relative positions of the 3.8, 7.1, and 8 6 km s-'
mjiser components were determined b\ examining their
relative fringe phases. Relative positions determined
n this manner are not sensitive to instabilities infrequency standards atmospheric propagation effects
or baseline errors (cf. Reid el al. 1977). The displace-
ments of the /.I and 3,8 km s"' components are given
in 1 able 1.
c) Time Variations
Spectra of_ the OH maser in Orion for the period from
I960 to 19/:) have been published bv Palmer and/uckerman (1967), Menon (1967), Weaver, Dieter and
Mnilu"''. u^^^^^^' '^'^"chester, Robinson, and Goss(1970), Chaisson and Beichman (1975) and others
With the exception of the 3.8, 7.1, and 8,6 km s"'
features, the OH spectrum we observed in 1976 and
1977 (Fig. 1) is very similar to the previous spectra.
Thus there appear to be no dramatic changes in the
maser features which we completely resolved with our
interferometers. However, the three components which
were compact enough to be detected in our VLBI ex-
periment are difficult to identify in OH spectra before
1973. Hence these components appear to be new maser
features.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The features at 3.8, 7.1, and 8,6 km s"' are the
smallest, most polarized, and most variable of all OH
maser components in Ori A. These components are not
associated with the Becklin-Xeugebauer object or with
the northern OH maser components detected by
Raimond and Eliasson (1969), The>- appear to be
associated with the southern H.2O and CH.i OH masers
and possibly with one of the infrared sources in the
Kleinmann-Low nebula. The position is about 3" south-
east of the H20/SiO source with features at —6 and
+ 16 km S-' identified by Moran el al. (1977) and
(ienzel and Downes (1977), and the OH masers are
possibly part of this object.
It is interesting to note that the cluster of three
components we have observed has a projected diameter
of only 400 AU. Thus the possibility that they originate
in the infalling envelope of a newly forming 4 Mq star
cannot be ruled out.
The Zeeman pattern expected for the 1665 MHz OH
transition for a longitudinal magnetic field consists of
a pair of components of equal line strength, having
opposite senses of circular polarization, and sepa-
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Chaisson
( 974) and Chaisson and Beichman flQTS^
in Dart unonT'"-r'w;^^ ' suggestion was basedp pon their identification of the more coniDlexZeeman pattern for the 1612 MHz OH tranS^
centered at nearly the same velocity in 0 on Sobservations show that the 8.6 and 7.1 km - com
0.06, which s about equal to their apparent angulardiameters. Since the true sizes of maser clouds aS
-5°24'15"
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generally thought to be much larger than their apparentsizes It seems quite reasonable that we are seeiSe Se
vdoc^ro? iTr^T T^"^ ^^^"^ ^ clofid'hfvln'g
^trlVo&" separftirn^of'^tt
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^ The Magnetic Fields
THE MAGNETIC EIELOS 1. ORION A AS DERIVED PROM HVDROXYI ^.SER RADIATION
S. S. Hansen
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
and
National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Charlottesville, Virginia
ABSTRACT
Orion A was observed in the four hyperfine transitions of OH
in the n3/2 J = 3/2 state. The circularly polarized radiation at
1612 MHz exhibits a Zeeman pattern centered at 8.02 km s'^ The fre-
quency separation of the four observed lines, i.e., the and a^^
lines, is in excellent agreement with the Zeeman splitting produced
by a four milligauss field. The amplitude ratio of the four lines is
within a factor of two of that predicted for a partially saturated
+3
maser. The a circularly polarized Zeeman components are suppressed
by the o^''' components.
4.2.1 Introduction
Magnetic fields have a major role in star formation (e.g.,
Mouschovias 1976). The strength of these fields is the subject of
much discussion. The magnetic field in the interstellar medium de-
termined from the rotation of the plane of polarization of pulsar
radiation is typically 2 microgauss (Manchester and Taylor 1977). In
maser sources the field can be determined by the Zeeman splitting of
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the OH spectru.. That field Is typically 3 »llUgauss. 1 „iu re-
view in so„e detail the spectru. of the OH
.oleeule following Her.berg
(1950). The OH radical has one unpaired electron. The projection,
A. of the electronic orbital angular momentum, L, onto the internuclear
axis. Is represented by E, n, A, etc., for A = 0, 1, 2, etc. The
ground state Is a n state. The spin of the electron. S, has a pro-
jection along the Internuclear axis of I. The sum of J and A Is repre-
sented by a
.
The rotation of the molecule is denoted by N and total
angular momentum by J = N + fi. The ground state of the molecule Is
denoted by
2n3/2 J = 3/2
where the superscript is 2S + 1 and the subscript is il. Note that in
the ground state of OH, Q = 3/2 rather than = 1/2.
The energy states for positive and negative values of A would
normally be degenerate. However, interactions between the electron
angular momentum and the rotation of the molecule split the energy
levels. This phenomena is known as A doubling. Each of these two A
levels has two hyperfine levels, F = J ± 1/2, due to the interaction
of the total angular momentum with the spin of the hydrogen nucleus.
The four states and the frequencies of the transitions between them
are shown in Figure 38(a).
If the molecule is in a magnetic field, then each projection of
F onto the field will have a slightly different energy. The project-
ion is denoted by m^, and may have integer values from -F to +F. The
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A Doubling Hyperfine Splitting
Zeemon Splitting
^^o
^"^""^^ ^^""^^^ °^ hydroxyl radical inIts ground state. In the absence of a magnetic field there are fourhyperfxne transitions at 1612, 1665, 1667 and 1720 MHz with relativeintensities of 1:5:9:1 in thermodynamic equilibrium. The permittedZeeman transitions at 1612 and 1665 MHz are indicated. If the fieldIS parallel to the line of sight, the a+ components (Amp = mpiower "
mPupper - +1) are left circularly polarized, and the a" components(Amp
- -1) are right circularly polarized. Note that by IEEE conven-
tion right circular polarization denotes clockwise rotation of the
electric vector when viewed along the direction of propagation. No
71 components (Am^ = 0) are emitted parallel to the field. If the
magnetic field is perpendicular to the line of sight, the a components
are linearly polarized perpendicular to the field, and the tt com-
ponents are linearly polarized parallel to the field.
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1612 MHz and 1720MHz
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Fig. 38. (b) The Zeeman patterns of the hyperflne transitions
of the ground state of OH. The number by each Zeeman component is its
relative intensity in that hyperfine transition. The units on the
horizontal axis are -652 Hz per milligauss, which is 0.121 km s"! per
milligauss at 1612 MHz, 0.117 km s-1 per milligauss at 1665 and
1667 MHz, and 0.114 km s"! per milligauss at 1720 MHz.
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splitting of the energy levels by a magnetic field, i.e., the Zeeman
splitting, is shown on the left side of Figure 38(a). Only transi-
tions with Am^ = 0. ±1 are permitted, except that AF, m, and Am
F F
cannot all be zero. The transitions for the Zeeman components at
1612 and 1665 MHz are indicated in Figure 38(a), and the frequency
and relative intensity of these transitions in Figure 38(b).
Chaisson and Beichman (1975) explain two OH lines at 1665 MHz
and six at 1612 MHz in Orion A as the Zeeman pattern of a source
moving at 8 km s"^ LSR in a 4 milligauss field. They felt it highly
improbable that the six lines at 1612 MHz were mere coincidence with
the Zeeman o transition, particularly since the ratio of the intensity
of the left and right circularly polarized emission at 1612 MHz was
the same as the ratio of the intensity of the Zeeman pair at 1665 MHz.
Because the right circularly polarized and left circularly polarized
patterns required slightly different field strengths, and because
the patterns overlapped, Chaisson and Beichman had to postulate the
existence of two clouds whose velocity and field gradients selected
only one mode of polarization (Cook 1966). Hansen et al . (1977)
found convincing evidence favoring the Zeeman interpretation by show-
ing that the Zeeman pair at 1665 MHz was spatially coincident. Their
observations also showed that the amplitude of both lines of the pair
at 1665 MHz had increases from 1975 to 1977 and were of equal inten-
sity. If the 1665 MHz Zeeman pair did indeed correspond to the 1612 MHz
sextet, then the intensities of the left and right circularly polari-
zed emission at 1612 MHz should be equal and stronger than Chaisson
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and Belchn^n found the. In 1975. The spectra had changed but not
as anticipated.
4.2.2 Observations. Orion A was observed on the nights of 1977
Noveni>er 14-18 with the National Radio Astronomy Observatory's 43 m
telescope in Green Bank, WV. An IF polarimeter was used with two
cooled paramps to simultaneously obtain left and right circularly
polarized spectra. Each mode of circular polarization rejected the op-
posite mode to better than 20 dB. All four transitions were observed
with a 312 kHz bandwidth. The 1612 MHz and 1665 MHz transitions were
also observed with a 39 kHz bandwidth. The 312 kHz spectra were
uniformly weighted for a resolution of 2 kHz (0.35 km s"-"")
. The
39 kHz data were Hanning weighted for a resolution of 400 Hz
(0.07 km s "'•). The system temperature on cold sky was 60°K, but the
continuum radiation from the Orion nebula raised the system tempera-
ture to 150°K. An unlocked crystal in the local oscillator chain
shifted the spectral lines in the B receiver 700 Hz (0.13 km s""*")
higher than in the A receiver. This was corrected in the postprocess-
ing software. The observations were frequency switched at a rate of
1 Hz. Frequency switching held the system temperature constant for
the on and off spectra. Because the reference band was only 150 kHz
from the signal band and because the bandwidths were narrow, only a
constant baseline was removed from the spectra. The errors quoted on
the data are theoretical 1 values and were determined from the
sys
formula
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a ^ T§Zs
sys ,
4.1
where T^^^ is the syste. temperature,
. is the integration ti.e. Af
is the frequency bandwidth of a channel, and the factor
. is the pro-
duct of:
./2 fro. one bit digitation in the correlator (VanVleck and
Middleton 1966), /2 fro. spending only half ti.e on the source, and
^2 from differencing the signals.
The 312 kHz bandwidth total power spectra of the four transi-
tions are shown in Figure 39. The flux density scale was determined
by multiplying the antenna temperature by k a"^ = 2 Jy "k'^ Obser-
vations of 3C 161 determined the conversion factor. The 1667 MHz
spectrum is fit well by a broad Gaussian absorption feature and a
narrow emission feature; the 1720 MHz spectrum, by a broad, shallow
absorption feature. Table 12 gives the values of the parameters of
Gaussian line profiles fit to the data. The absence of strong maser
emission at 1667 MHz and 1720 MHz was not unexpected because 1667 MHz
emission is more often associated with evolved stars than protostars,
and 1720 MHz maser emission is seldom observed.
^•^-2.1 1665 MHz
.
The high resolution spectra for 1665 MHz are
shown in Figure 40. Several of the features were not single Gaussians.
In these cases two Gaussians were fit to the data to arrive at the
values shown in Table 12. Although two Gaussians produce an excellent
fit, it is quite possible that expansion, collapse, or rotation of the
gas has distorted a single Gaussian line profile. The zero baseline
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Fig. 39. The total power spectra of the four hyperfine transi-
tions of the ground state of OH. The velocity axis refers to the
local standard of rest. The spectra were uniformly weighted for a
velocity resolution of 0.35 km s"!. The flux density was determined
by multiplying the antenna temperature for each polarization by
2.0 Jy °K"1. The one sigma deviation in flux was 0.35 Jy for 1612 MHz,
0.55 Jy for 1665 MHz, 0.51 Jy for 1667 MHz, and 0.55 Jy for 1720 MHz.
The spectra were obtained with the NRAO 43 m telescope on 1977
November 14-18.
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TABLE 12
Orion OH Features 1977 November 14-18
Velocity
1977 1975-1976
(km s-1)
Flux
1977 1975-1976
(Jy)
FWHM
1977 1975-1976
(km s-1)
1612 MHz
Av = 0.073 km s"! a = 0.22 Jy+
Polari-
zation*
1977 1976
(%)
Time = 46500 s
7.10
7.28
7.65
7.75
8.25
8.42
8.72
(6.91)
(not given)
(7.28)
(7.64)
(7.76)
(8.20)
(8.80)
0.0
1.0
2.5
4.9
10.1
6.5
0.9
1.0
(0.8)
(1.0)1
(3.0)
(6.8)
(A.O)
(3.8)
(1.6)
0.44
0.34
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.30
0.74
(0.2)
(0.3)
+51
+24
+44
-85
-55
-77
I estimated from published spectra
Av = 0.073 km s
1665 MHz
a = 0.56 Jy+
2.46 7.9 0.66
3.61 (3.8) 7.2 (16) 0.36
3.91 (see 3.61) 6.7 0.30
4.46 2.4 0.33
(6.93) (21.6)
7.13 (7.1) 34.8 (44) 0.24
7.21 6.7 0.37
7.24 (see 7.13) 10.0 0.71
7.69 (7.9) 4.3 (9) 0.51
(8.44) (36.8)
8.60 (8.6) 13.8 (38) 0.33
8.71 (see 8.60) 29.5 0.22
Time = 7200 s
(0.3)
(0.3)
-100 ?
+ 96 (+40)
+ 85
- 82
+ 73 (+60)
+ 70
+ 66
- 13 (-20)
- 86 (-80)
- 89
Av = 0.35 km s
-1 1667 MHz
a = 0.51 Jy+ Time = 8400 s
6.3
7.5
-3.7
+3.1
4.81
1.30
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Table 12, continued
6.1
Velocity Polari-
1977 1975-1976 1977 iq^ .q.^ ^WHM ^^tion
,
(km s-1)
A ^ . -1 1720 MHz
'
Av = 0.35 km s 1 a = 0.55 Jyt
-0.9
Time = 7200 s
5.75 n
* The polarization is defined as (RCP-LCP) / (RCP+LCP^ tKo i
^
yfiA/i^;" f"''"^ ° '''^ Integration time for the 1612 MHz and
1667 ™' T f",^""^ "^^'^ P°l"i^-tlon. The values for rteMHz and the 1720 MHz data are for the sum of the polarizations
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Fig. 40. Right (solid line) and left (dashed line) circularly
polarized spectra for the 1665 MHz transition. The data were Banning
weighted for a velocity resolution of 0.073 km s"!. The standard de-
viation in the flux density is 0.56 Jy.
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in the high resolution spectra actually corresponds to an OH polarized
flux of about 2 Jy in the 312 kHz bandwidth spectra.
The values in parentheses in the 1665 MHz section of Table 12
are for data taken on 1977 April 2 by Hansen e^al. (1977) (Section
4.1) with the exception of the 6.93 km s'^ and 8.44 km s'^ values which
came from Chaisson and Beichman (1975). None of the features seen
from 1975 through 1977 have changed significantly. Even the three fea-
tures seen in the VLBI maps (Hansen et al . 1977) (3.8. 7.1, 8.6 km s'^
.
which were not detected before 1973. showed only slight variation.
The left circularly polarized 4.4 km s~^ feature has continued to
decline.
The most noticeable change is the new 100% left circularly
polarized feature at 2.5 km s~^. It is tempting to claim that this
line is a Zeeman companion to the 3.8 km feature. The spacing be-
tween the two lines (1.2 km s""*") implies a field of 2 milligauss. The
field is in the opposite direction of the 2.5 milligauss field re-
quired by the 7.1/8.6 km s"-"" pair (Section 4.1). The 3.8 km s""*" feature
is less than 1" (500 a.u. projected) from the 7.1/8.6 km s"""" pair.
4.2.2.2 1612 MHz
. The high resolution spectra for 1612 MHz are
shown in Figure 41. The values in parentheses in the 1612 MHz section
of Table 12 are from 1975 January (Chaisson and Beichman 1975). The
intensities of the strongest left and right circularly polarized lines
have approximately doubled since 1975. The other lines have decreased
slightly in intensity. A Zeeman pattern is not immediately obvious.
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^ ^ 5 6 7 8 3 Yl
Velocity (km s"^)
Fig. 41. Right (solid line) and left (dashed line) circular!
v
polarxzed spectra for the 1612 MHz transition. I^e data weJe HannlL
Talt:\nl^: --^ardl:?viation m the flux density is 0.22 Jy.
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i-r A t \ ^ RCP
"
^LCP^ spectra for the 1612 MHz transi-tion. A model spectra (dastied line) for a Zeeman pattern from a
cloud with VLSR = 8.02 km s"!, B = 4.0 milligauss, and a FWHM of
0.26 km s -L is superimposed on the data (solid line). The intensities
of the a components of the model are only 0.44 as strong as expected
in a Zeeman pattern from a partially saturated maser. The intensities
of the lines are zero in the model.
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Fig. 43. The total power spectrum (solid line) for the 1612 MHz
transition. The dashed line shows the flux density remaining after the
circularly polarized emission was removed.
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TABLE 13
The Right and Left Circularly Polari^PH .^a tt . •
in the 161? Ml,,
^^-^^""^^^^ Unpolarized Featuresn ibl2 Hz Spectrum of Orion
Velocity Flux
Spectruin_ Model* Spectrum Model* ^ Polarization
wy; (km s-i)
7.11
7.66
8.42
(6.81) <o.l
1.8
7.28 (7.28) 2.0
9.6
(0)
(3.4)
7- 79 (7.77) 6.8 (6.8)
8- 25 (8.26) 6.8 (6.8)
1.6
8.77 (8.76) 1.0 (3.4)
(9.23) <o.l (0)
(%)
0.42 0
0.20 100
0.34 0
0.23 100
0.28
-100
0.46 0
0.30
-100
* The model has a center velocity of 8.02 km s"\ a magneticfield of 4.0 milligauss and is partially saturated with aCf~^ flux density of 6.8 Jy.
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^\c? ^LCP^ spectrum is shown in Figure 42 This
spectrum rejects all the unpolari.ed or linearly polarized radiation
Observations with linear feeds showed no linear polarization. This
is not unexpected since most Type 1 OH masers show little linear
polarization. Faraday rotation or infrared line trapping could sup-
press the amplification of linearly polarized radiation (Goldreich,
Keeley, and Kwan 1973). Gaussian profiles were fit to four circularly
polarized features. The four modeled features of the S3 spectrum were
subtracted from the total power spectrum to obtain an entirely un-
polarized spectrum (Figure 43). Three more Gaussians were then fit
to this unpolarized spectrum. The parameters of the seven Gaussian
profiles determined by this analysis are presented in Table 13.
The striking pattern in the S3 spectrum (Figure 42) compels
one to consider a Zeeman interpretation. Superimposed on this S3 data
is the modeled spectrum of a cloud with a 4.0 milligauss field moving
at 8.02 km s ^. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) for each line
in the model was 0.26 km s"^. The flux density was set to 6.8 Jy for
the components, and to 1.5 Jy for the components. The agree-
ment between the observed and calculated velocity is excellent. The
intensities of the lines should be equal, as should the intensi-
2
ties of the a lines. In a partially saturated maser, the sum of the
2intensities of the a components should equal the intensity of one of
the o'^ lines. The slight difference in the intensity between the
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model and the observations is explained in the next section as is
the absence of the a lines. It should be emphasized that a five
parameter model, i.e.. center velocity, field strength, FWHM, and
two intensities, explain the 12 parameter observations, i.e., four
lines each with velocity, FWHM, and intensity. It also accounts for
3the missing a lines.
4.2.3 Maser Models. Any model for the Orion OH masers must explain
the following observational results:
the 1612 MHz o flux is 6.8 Jy,
the 1612 MHz flux is 1.5 Jy,
3the 1612 MHz a flux is less than 0.1 Jy,
the 1665 MHz a flux is 40 Jy,
the 1665 MHz apparent diameter is 25 a.u. (4 lO"*"^ cm).
A maser model predicts the flux and apparent diameter as a function
of (1) the physical diameter and shape, e.g., sphere or tube, (2) the
efficiency of the pump in inverting the population, (3) the density
of OH molecules in the maser levels, (4) the collision rates, and (5)
the input radiation (often set to zero). These physical parameters
are assumed to be the same for all the 1612 MHz Zeeman transitions
and 1665 MHz Zeeman transitions, leaving only the Einstein coefficient
to explain the intensity differences.
A conceptually simple model of a one dimensional maser is de-
veloped in the appendix to this Chapter from the formalism of Moran
(1976a). It illustrates many important maser effects. However, for
this simple model to produce the measured 1612 MHz flux with the
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1665 MHz diameter pi'fhfn- n^ t-u^ j ^, e t er (1) the intensive physical parameters must
assume extreme values or (?^ t-u^dx , U) or the maser must be very short. A
better model was clearly needed.
Goldreich and Keeley (1972) developed models for spherical and
cylindrical masers. For both geometries, they determined the maximum
brightness temperature and apparent size for unsaturated, partially
saturated, and totally saturated conditions. A most interesting con-
clusion can be drawn from their formulae. In a partially saturated
or a totally saturated maser, the flux does not depend on the Einstein
coefficient. Thus, if the diameter, the density, the pump efficiency,
and the collision rate are the same for the two transitions and the
maser is saturated, the fluxes (in photons) for the transitions will
be equal. Slight variations are expected for the reasons which fol-
low. To calculate the flux of a spherical maser from the brightness
temperature, one must use the apparent size rather than the true size.
The apparent radius (in units of gain length) of a spherical maser is
the square root of the true radius for an unsaturated maser, the square
root of the radius of the unsaturated core for a partially saturated
maser, and 0.7 the radius of the nonamplifying core for a totally
saturated maser. These relations are only approximate so one would
not expect observed intensities to be exactly equal. The brightness
temperature of a cylindrical maser depends on the angle between the
line of sight and the axis of the cylinder. In a partially saturated
cylindrical maser, the transition with the smaller Einstein coeffic-
ient has a higher brightness temperature but a narrower beam. If the
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maser is seen exactly on axis, the flux of the two transitions will
be equal. As the observer tnoves off axis, the flux of the transi-
tion with the smaller Einstein coefficient falls more quickly.
If the maser transitions are not independent, competition be-
tween the lines for molecules in the same upper state will control
the relative intensities of the lines. The 0+^ and o'^ lines origi-
nate in the nip = +1 magnetic substate of the upper level (Figure 38).
Each line will grow exponentially during unsaturated growth but the
gain for the a"^^ line is six times that for the o"^ line. When the
stronger line becomes saturated, it will be orders of magnitude
greater than the weaker line. It will stimulate most molecules in
the mj. = +1 upper state to radiate at its frequency. Few molecules
will be left for the weaker line. This mechanism by itself would ex-
plain the absence of the lines. The a"^^ and the o"^ lines share
the lUp = 0 upper level. After saturation they will compete with one
another for the nij. = 0 molecules. The lines should be equal
since they have the same gain. Thus, one expects all the m = +1
F
molecules to radiate into the line, all the m^, = -1 molecules to
radiate into the o'^'^ line, and the m^ = 0 state to divide its radia-
+2 -2tion between the a and a transitions. If the substates are
equally populated, one would expect ^
+i
^ ^
_i ^ ^2 ^ 2'
o a o o
This is within a factor of two of what is observed.
Unfortunately, the 1612 MHz and 1665 MHz lines originate in the
same upper state. The competition phenomena which so nicely explains
the 1612 MHz spectra by itself predicts that the 1665 MHz transitions
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Should suppress the 1612 MHz eMssion. The =
..g^etic sub-
level is the upper state of the 1612 MHz o^^ and a'' lines, a 1665 MHz
a- line, and a
. component at both 1612 MHz and 1665 MHz. The m =0
sublevel contributes to each of the 1612 MHz lines, the 1612 L .o
line, and both 1665 MHz a lines. The =
-i sublevel is similar to
the
=
+1 level. After one line saturates, all the lines with that
upper magnetic substate compete for molecules in that substate. The
1665 MHz a transitions, being stronger, determine the saturation geo-
metry of the maser, i.e., the size of the unsaturated core. Within
this core, all transitions undergo exponential amplification, and
the 1665 MHz line soon dominates. In the saturated shell, it will
stimulate most of the molecules to radiate at 1665 MHz.
Considering all the above effects, we find the intensities of
the four 1612 MHz Zeeman components are within a factor of two of
what is expected in a partially saturated maser. The difference
between the observed intensity ratio of the lines and the theoretical
ratio may be caused by different levels of saturation, the approxima-
tion for the apparent size of a spherical maser, or the alignment of
a cylindrical maser. The absence of the third Zeeman component is
explained by (1) a lower gain factor if the a"*" components are un-
saturated, or (2) suppression by the lines if the o""" lines are
saturated.
Remembering all the cavaets just discussed, one may model the
maser with the equations of Goldreich and Keeley (1972) . The ob-
served flux and apparent size of the 1665 MHz OH maser can be
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produced by a partially saturated spherical maser with a physical
diameter of 1.7 10^^ cm. an OH density of 50 cm\ a pump rate of
0.005 s-\ a pump efficiency of 0.005, and a collision rate of 0.05 s"^
In such a maser the 1612 MHz lines would be unsaturated, and the flux
would be a few lO"^ Jy. Because the 1665 MHz radiation would sup-
press the 1612 MHz emission, it seems unlikely that the 1612 MHz
masers and the 1665 MHz masers are coincident. Since the sizes of the
1612 MHz masers are unknown, it is even easier to model their flux.
Parameters within an order of magnitude of those for the 1665 MHz
masers could reproduce the 1612 MHz flux.
To summarize, the 1612 MHz spectrum of OH from Orion A provides
an excellent example of Zeeman splitting. The center velocity is
that of the molecular cloud, and the field strength is four milli-
gauss. The intensity ratios of the 1612 MHz lines are within a fac-
tor of two of that expected for a partially saturated maser.
4.2.4 Appendix to Chapter IV; One Dimensional Maser Models . The
radiation intensity from a one dimensional maser amplifying three
Zeeman components is modeled in terms of L, the length of the maser,
a, the absorption coefficient of the gas for the transition being
amplified, and 1^, the saturation intensity, i.e., the intensity
above which stimulated emission is the dominant path of deexcitation
of the molecule. If a maser amplifies exponentially throughout, it
is unsaturated. If parts of it are saturated, then it is partially
saturated. If it is saturated throughout because radiation is going
through it in both direction and the saturated parts of each direction
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overlap, then U is totally saturated. Each Zee„a„ component.
„. has
Its o™
.
and I^. xhe absorption coefficient and are deter^ned
by atomic parameters and physical conditions in the ^ser which, ex-
cept for the Einstein coefficients ;,r-^ ooo au xxx , a e assumed to be the same for
all transitions. The transitions do not interact. In the first
section of this Appendix I will solve for L. a, and using the
equations of transfer for one set of three circularly^polari^ed com-
ponents of the OH Zeeman pattern. The results are determined by the
measured intensity of the three lines and an assumed background tem-
perature, T^. For this simple model spontaneous emission is ignored.
If spontaneous emission is the source of input radiation, and if the
magnetic sublevels have different excitation temperatures, then the
model could exactly fit the data. In the second section I will use
these determined values of L. a, and I^ to estimate the physical
properties of the gas.
4.2.4.1 The transfer equation. A schematic diagram for a one
dimensional maser amplifying three 1612 MHz OH Zeeman components is
shown in Figure 44(a). The intensity of each beam as a function of
position is shown in Figure 44(b). The transfer equation for the un-
saturated maser is dl = (a I + S) dx where a is positive for a maser.
Spontaneous emission, S, will be ignored, and the maser will amplify
input radiation, I^, coming from only one direction. The intensity
of the radiation grows exponentially at first and is given by
I(x) = Iq e 4.2
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«mnHf tt' schematic diagram of a one dimensional maseramplifying three independent transitions. Iq is the intensity of theinput radiation, and is the intensity of the measured (emerging)
radiation. and Lg are the length for unsaturated and saturatedgrowth of the radiation intensity. (b) The intensity, I, of the
radiation for each transition as a function of distance into the maser.The horizontal axis is in units of gain length for the first transi-
tion. Isat IS the intensity at which a transition becomes saturated.
The intensity difference between lines with different Einstein co-
efficients increases until the strongest line saturates. The strong-
est line then grows slowly while the weaker lines continue their ex-
ponential growth. Eventually, the intensities will be comparable
again. In this diagram the first two transitions are partially
saturated, and the third is unsaturated.
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intensity is so strong that the gas cannot supply enough photons to
the bea. for exponential growth to continue. At this point the ^ser
saturates; the intensity is I^; the distance at which it occurs is L^.
the total length of unsaturated growth; and
aL
I = I e
"
s o ^ • 4.3
From this point on, the beam will stimulate almost every mole-
cule in the upper level to radiate into the beam. The transfer equa-
tion becomes dl = al^ dx. The Intensity grows linearly with distance
at the rate with which it grew when it saturated. The Intensity from
this point on is
i(y) = Vy
where y is the distance from the point of saturation. This growth con-
tinues until the beam leaves the maser. The length for saturated
growth, Lg, is L
- L^. (intensity measured) is the intensity of
the emerging beam which is proportional to the flux measured at the
telescope.
I = I + aL I . /. rm s s s ^'5
The a's are proportional to the Einstein coefficients and the
Ig's are inversely proportional to the Einstein coefficients for this
simple model (see Equations 4.16 and 4.17). For 1612 MHz OH emission
the ratio of the Einstein coefficients for the three circularly
polarized Zeeman lines is 6:3:1. Hence,
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6 I„ =31
S2
^
and from Equation 4.3,
®1 ° o "
^s.
4.6
4.7
From L = L + L = L
"1 ^
1 \ ^ ^^2 ^""^ "1 = 2 we find
'1 \ = 2 ^1 \ 2 m 2, 4.8
V ^""^ V (Equation 4.5) may be expressed in terms of a L . Tak-
^ 1 u.
ing the difference between Equation 4.5 for the two 1ines yields
I
- I = I e
= I e J-
o
^1 \-\^ 1" 1]
a, L - 0.193
^1
4.9
L^^ is calculated from Equation 4.9 for the measured intensity of
the two lines and an assumed vali
Equation 4.3. From Equation 4.5
ue of I_. I is determined byo s
m.
a. L = —Is I
1 s.
- 1. 4.10
and
L = L + L = m^ +^ - l.
1 1 O Sj^
4.11
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TO convert the measured flux density to a
.peolflc Intensity
one .ust divide by the solid angle of the source. I.e., ,2
_
„2
distance \ since the sl.e of the 1612 MH.
.asers has not heen
.easuted
the size of the 1665 MH.
.asets will he used. Hansen e^. (i,„)
teamed the diameter to be 4 10^^ c. Fro. the modeled flux density
for the S3 spectru. (Table 13), the specific Intensity of each Zee.an
component is
= 12.1 10^^ Jy sterad"^
\ = 2.7 10^^ Jy sterad"^
2
I < 0.2 10^^ Jy sterad"^.
3
A similar set of equations (4.7 through 4.11) could be produced
from the and lines. A measured flux for the components would
make it possible to eliminate I^. Since the third line is undetected,
is assumed to be the thermal radiation from the gas and dust at
100°K. The Rayleigh-Jeans ' approximation gives
f2
I = k ^ To 2 o
<^ 4.12
= 40 000 Jy sterad"-*" for 1612 MHz
for each polarization where
k is the Boltzmann constant,
c is the speed of light,
f is the frequency (1612 MHz), and
Tq is the kinetic temperature.
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Table 14 gives the values of aL and for a range of tempera-
tures. Over a range of physically believable temperatures, the optical
depth changes by only a factor of 2 and the saturation intensity by a
factor of 3. The errors introduced into the physical parameters by
assuming that
= l - lo 000«>K will be smaller than the order of mag-
nitude accuracy we are trying to obtain. The upper limit (0.1 Jy) on
the flux density of the third line is not very restrictive. The solu-
tion obtained from the first two lines implies the third line is un-
9 -1saturated. I would be 10 Jy sterad , which is a factor of 10 000
3
less than I
The preceding analysis assumed that the first two Zeeman lines
arose in a partially saturated maser. If the first or second line were
unsaturated, then I must be within a few orders of magnitude of I .
° m
For example, if both lines were unsaturated
a^L
1 = 1 e 4.13
and
1/2 a L
I = I e ^
. 4.14
m2 o
Removing a^L one has
I
""2
I = I , 4.15
o 1 m„
'
m^ 2
g
which requires T_ = 10 °K. If I had just become saturated, T =
^ o m„ ^ o
5
^
5 10 °K. An unsaturated maser therefore requires an unreasonably
high input temperature.
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TABLE 14
Model Optical Depths and Saturated Intensities
for the 1612 MHz OH Masers
Temperature (°K)
100 1000 10000
aiL
"1
18.4 16.2 14.1 12.0 9.9
u^
38.2 33.8 29.6 25.4 19.2
^6
121.2 108.0 95.4 82.8 70.2
aiL 23.8 21.3 17.2 13,9 11.2
° 1
"iL 42.2 37.5 31.3 25.9 21.1
I
Si
2.9 4.3 5.3 6.5 8.0 1012 Jy sterad"!
I
S2
5.8 8.6 10.6 13.0 16.0 10l2 Jy sterad"!
I
^3
17.4 25.8 31.8 39.0 48.0 10l2 Jy sterad"!
aiL^^ is from Equation 4.9.
aiL and ai L are from Equation 4.8.
U2 ' U3
aiL is from Equation 4.10.
si
aiL is from Equation 4.11.
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In sununary. I have assumed that (1) the three Zeeman components
originate in the same one dimensional maser, (2) that all the physical
parameters of the maser, e.g., length, density, and pump rate, are
identical except for the Einstein coefficients, and (3) that the transi-
tions do not influence one another. From the analysis of the ampli-
tudes of the three lines, I conclude that the first two transitions
are partially saturated, and that the third is unsaturated. Assuming
= 1000 °K, the maser parameters are a^^L = 31.3 and 1^ =5 lO"'"^ jy
sterad ^. ^
^•^•^•^ The physical parameters
. Using the values of T
, aL
o '
and just determined in Section 4.2.4.1, and the observed values of
frequency, f
,
line width, Af, and solid angle, fi, subtended by the
maser, I will estimate the length, L, the OH density, n^„, the col-OH
lision deexcitation rate, C, the pump rate, P, and the pump efficiency.
Tip, of the maser. Moran (1976a) has expressed a and I in terms of
s
atomic values and local cloud parameters.
-
h f B "^OH ^P
4TTAf 2C ^-16
P
and
2TrP
where h is Planck's constant. An Einstein B may be calculated from
an Einstein A by
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B = 8 ~— A
Note that there is no factor nf 9 -j^ jt o 2 m the denominator since the mole-
cule responds to only one mode of polarization. The statistical
weight, g. is 1 because the magnetic field removes all degeneracy.
The Einstein coefficients for the Zeeman transitions are calculated
from the total Einstein coefficient for the 1612 MHz transition
(Turner 1966) and the ratio for the Zeeman components (Rogers 1967).
These values were calculated from Condon and Shortley (1957) and
Townes and Schawlow (1955). The Einstein coefficient for all 1612 MHz
transitions is the sum of the individual Zeeman transition Einstein
coefficients divided by the statistical weight of the upper level.
Thus
\o = 7.746 10"^^ s"-"- (1 transition),
^ +1 +1 ~ 5.811 10
"'^
s (4 transitions),
IT ,a
A
^2 = 2.904 10"^^ s~^ (2 transitions),
A = 0.969 10" -'^ s"-"- (2 transitions).
and
A,,,, = 12.91 10 -"-^ s1612
The line width, Af, is 3 kHz which is the Doppler width for T = 100°K.
The measured width is half this value as might be expected for a
partially saturated maser. The solid angle of the stimulating radia-
tion seen by the molecule is = tt (D/2) ^/ (L/2) ^ where (L/2 = L^)
.
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s
The point of saturation for the first line is about one-half L.
Since the sizes of the 1612 MHz masers have not been measured, D i
assumed to be the diameter of a 1665 MHz maser. Since the different
transitions have different L^. they will also have different fi. Thi
effect is ignored in this model.
Putting the constants and the assumed values of Af and n into
Equations 4.16 and 4.17, I find for thea^^ transitions that
a = 5 10 Hp n^^ (1 + 2C/P) ^ cm"^ 4.19
s
and
1=1 10^^ P(l + 2C/P) (L/D)^ Jy sterad"^ 4.20
for P and C in s ^, L in cm, and n^^ in particles cm""^. Multiplying
Equation 4.19 by L, dividing that by Equation 4.20, and using the
values of a and 1^ obtained in the first section of this Appendix
for the o'^ line at 100°K,
,
"oh
L = ^
. 4.21
P(l + 2C/P)^
Unfortunately, Hp, n^^, C, and P are not observable. If I as
that values of Goldreich and Keeley (1972), i.e..
n = 0.01
P
-3
n^jj = 100 cm with 10% in the maser state
C = 0.1 s"-"-
P = 0.01 s"-"-
,
sume
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then I obtain L = 3 IqW c„. This length compared „leh the observed
diameter Implies that the maaer Is a very thin sheet. It is certain-
ly not the tube originally assumed. To create a tube with L - 20 D
would require that the parameters be varied by a factor of lo^. This
seems unrealistic.
The following plausible, self-consistent parameters do satisfy
Equation 4.21:
L = D = 4 lO-*-^ cm
Hp =0.1
Rqjj = 100 cm~^
C = 0.001
P = 0.001 s"-*-.
Since the length of the maser is equal to its diameter, the maser is
essentially a sphere. Unfortunately, the one dimensional model from
which Equation 4.21 was derived does not change smoothly into a
spherical model because the effects of radiation not directed toward
the observer have been ignored in determining the saturation of the
maser. A more detailed model should be used. In Section 4.2.3, I
use the spherical maser model of Goldreich and Keeley (1972) to de-
termine reasonable values for the physical parameters of the masers.
The choice of physical parameters in which to model the maser
is arbitrary. For example, the OH density could be expressed as a
fraction of the H2 density. The collision rate could be expressed as
C = 10.5 10 "'"^ /t exp (-230°K/T) n„
-1
s
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for an OH
- H2 collisional cross-section of 6 lO"^^ cm"^ (Gwinn et al .
1973). For T = 100°K and n^^ = 10^ cm'^, c = 0.001 s'^, which agrees
with the value stated in the previous paragraph.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation I have discussed the water vapor masers
and the hydroxyl masers toward Orion A. To gain a better understand-
ing of the spatial structure and time variations of the water vapor
masers, I observed Orion A at 22 GHz at six epochs from 1972 to 1978.
From these observations I produced six maps with relative positional
accuracy of OVOl in right ascension and OVl in declination along with
six total power and cross power spectra.
The water vapor masers define the spatial extent and grouping
of the maser region. They cover an area with a diameter of 30" cen-
tered on the Kleinmann-Low nebula. Approximately 30 strong, low
velocity features lie within 20 km s of the molecular cloud ve-
locity. The intensity varies with a time scale of weeks to years, and
flux density has been as great as 30 000 Jy. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of an individual velocity feature is typically 1 km s
Most of the individual masers are only a few a.u. in diameter.
The most fundamental spatial grouping of the masers is a "cluster"
The diameter of a cluster is less than 1000 a.u. (2"). Within a cluster
are one or more velocity features which are often not coincident. The
position of a velocity feature is constant over years to 50 a.u. The
lifetime of a cluster is longer than the ten years over which H2O
masers have been observed. The individual velocity features also last
for years, but they show intensity variations on a time scale of weeks
or months. The most likely velocity separation between features in a
177
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-1cluster is 1 ta s"
,
but separations larger than 20 to s'^ have been
Observed. Although the lines have a full „l,th at half
only 1 ^ s-\ ^st strong features are accompanied by weak emission
over several km s ^ from the same cluster.
intensity variations of the Individual velocity features or the
"clusters" do not show a correlation which would suggest a co™«,n
pump. Although It seems likely that the velocities are due to expan-
sion, contraction, or rotation, observations of the masers do not
prove this.
The transverse velocities of the masers are less than or equal
to the radial velocity dispersion of the masers. The failure to de-
tect very high transverse motion assures us that the features are not
high velocity features with most of their velocity across the line of
sight, but a large amplification path along the line of sight.
I propose that Orion A shows four types of masers which are
associated with star formation. The first type is strong, slowly
varying, and occurs in isolated clusters (i.e., the northeast clus-
ters). The second type is more variable and not too intense, i.e.,
the southwest clusters. The third type is the high velocity maser.
These three types of masers are related by the following evolutionary
sequence. The first type of maser occurs in a smoothly contracting
cloud. When the star halts collapse, an unstable cocoon forms, and the
second type of maser appears. As a star evolves further, a compact
HII region forms, the cocoon is destroyed and the low velocity masers
disappear. However, a stellar wind from the newly formed star may
create the high velocity masers. The fourth type of maser is the
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"field" maser which occurs at random positions over the maser region.
The field masers are rather weak and may blend into the high velocity
features which lie farther from the strong masers. A base of emission
formed by the weak field masers may underlie the entire H^O spectrum.
In addition to the H^O masers associated with star formation, I
find in Orion a fifth type of H^O maser. These masers have velocities
from
-7 to
-3 km s'^ and from +15 to +18 km s'^. The diameter of
these masers is 10 to 60 a. u. Furthermore, these masers vary much
less rapidly in intensity than the others. All these masers of
this fifth type lie within 1000 a.u. of one another. The 1665 MHz OH
masers with similar velocities are less variable and less polarized
than the other OH masers. Since these large OH masers were resolved
in the VLBI experiment, their positions are poorly known. Their di-
ameters must exceed 100 a.u. The strong SiO masers are seen only at
these velocities and their positions coincide with the H2O maser po-
sitions to within the one sigma errors. The evidence strongly sug-
gests that all these masers exist in expanding shells of gas about an
evolved star.
The three OH masers which were detected in the VLBI experiment
had apparent diameters of 10 - 30 a.u. The two strongest of these
were coincident, and the third was within 500 a.u. of them. The coin-
cidence features were circularly polarized in opposite senses, sug-
gesting that they may be Zeeman components of a 3 milligauss magnetic
field. Single telescope observations of the 1612 MHz hydroxyl masers
show a readily identifiable Zeeman pattern corresponding to a 4 milli-
gauss field.
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Although many questions about masers have been answered, more
research needs to be done. The hydroxyl maser model developed in
Section 4.2 could be further constrained by determining the size of
the 1612 MHz OH masers. That model also predicts that the 1612 MHz
and 1665 MHz masers should not be coincident. It is most important
to determine if the OH masers with the shell structure velocity pat-
tern are coincident with the H2O and SiO masers at that velocity. I
have submitted a proposal to use the Very Large Array to make these
observations
.
Answering questions about the water vapor masers will be more
difficult. Some questions, such as how long does a cluster last, will
be answered only with the passage of time. As we see clusters appear
and disappear we may gain a better understanding of what they are.
However, there is no apparent order to the behavior of the individual
water vapor features, and I feel that any advances in that area will
be statistical.
Although more observations will not yield quick answers to the
problems of star formation, I hope to continue to monitor the Orion
region because of the unusual phenomena found there. The methanol
masers are unique. The SiO masers and the shell pattern in the H^O
and OH spectra are suggestive of an evolved star. The high velocity
gas requires a large amount of energy from an unseen source. And the
BN object seems to be a star at birth. Perhaps all these phenomena
are associated with some unexpected and short-lived phase of star
formation. Thus the Orion nebula and molecular cloud will continue to
be the most exciting and best observed region of star formation.
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APPENDIX
DETAILED MODELS FOR THE WATER VAPOR OBSERVATIONS
Several authors, e.g., Genzel and Downes (1977a, b), and Genzel
et_al. (1978), using positional data and the statistics of many obser-
vations of H2O maser regions, developed the models presented in this
appendix. One model was reviewed briefly at the end of Section 1.1,
and is reviewed in more detail later in this appendix. The observa-
tions leading to these models follow. These observations come from
several regions of star formation, particularly Orion A, W3, and W49.
W49 is at least 1000 times stronger in H2O radiation and is at least
ten times more massive than Orion A. Otherwise, they are similar.
A.l Observations of Water Vapor Maser Regions
A. 1.1 Spectra . An H2O spectrum for a region of star formation shows
many features. The luminosity in a single line ICQ kHz wide may be
-A
10 Lq. The spectral lines are classified as high or low velocity
features.
A. 1.1.1 The low velocity features . The low velocity features
art^ within 20 km s of the velocity of the molecular cloud or HII
region with which the masers are associated.
Genzel and Downes (1977b) find about half the H2O sources have
double or triple peaks in their spectra. The gas motion creating
these patterns is the subject of Appendix Section A. 2. 2. J. The major
peaks in most sources coulain several lines. These peaks are not
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hyperfine exponents
.ut a.e p.o.a.Xy
..e to so.e
.._a..e e.a.ae.e.-
xstic of the gas. The rapid ti.e variation of H,0
.asers
.aUes it
difficult to Classify a source on the hasis of one spectru.. However
sources such as Orion A and W51 show that the general appearance of
the spectra persists at least ten years. The luminosity of a source
at 22 GHz increases with its spectral complexity. Orion is classified
as a triple consisting of the shell features at -5 km s'^ and
+15 km s-1 and a third set of lines filling in the middle.
Genzel and Downes (1977b) found a pattern in the intensity var-
iations which they called mode switching or mode drifting. In several
sources, the intensity of two lines within 2 km s'^ of one another
vary inversely over a period of a few months, while the total inten-
sity remained more nearly constant. Although the frequency separation
of two such lines is often similar to the hyperfine splitting, it is
not exactly consistent. Furthermore, in Orion, the similar splitting
of the H2O and SiO maser lines implies a kinematic cause.
A. 1.1. 2 The high velocity features . High velocity masers have
velocities more than 20 km s"! from the ambient cloud velocity. The
velocity difference in Orion is greater than 100 km s"^, and, in some
sources, the difference is greater than 250 km s""*-. The intensity of
the high velocity features is 0.1 to 0.001 that of the low velocity
features. About half the strong H2O sources have known high velocity
emission. It is probable that high velocity features could be detected
in all strong sources with sufficient sensitivity. High velocity fea-
tures are not associated with shell structure sources (Downes et al . 1979)
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A. 1.2 Association with Other SourrPQ
A. 1.2.1. The water vapnr Burke et al
. (1970) and
Johnston et^. (1971) showed that the individual
.asers were extreme-
ly small (1 - 10 a.u.). Moran e^. (1973), using VLBl, determined
the size and position of several features (Figures 15, 16. and 17).
The individual maser features form small groups a few hundred astro-
nomical units in size which I call "clusters". I developed this con-
cept further in Section 3.3. Genzel and Downes (1977a) believe that
the masers group into centers of activity 1000 a.u. in diameter. The
centers of activity occur in groups 20 000 a.u. in size with an
average projected separation between the centers of 3000 a.u. This
distance is similar to the separation between compact IR sources. The
high velocity features are scattered over an area 30 000 a.u. in
diameter roughly centered on the low velocity features.
A. 1.2. 2 The hydroxyl masers . Mader et al . (1975, 1978), by
frequency switching between OH and H^O frequencies at one second in-
tervals during a VLBI experiment, discovered that the 1665 MHz OH
masers, the 1667 MHz OH masers, and the 22 GHz H^O masers were all
spatially separate in W3(0H), W49N, and W51.
A. 1.2. 3 Infrared sources . There are usually IR sources within
10 000 a.u. of the H2O masers. However, only in Orion A and CRL2591
are the IR sources and the H2O masers coincident. The IR luminosity
8 9is 10 to 10 greater than the total luminosity in the H^O lines.
Although increased sensitivity would probably reveal IR radiation as-
sociated with each H2O group, the intensity of the IR radiation would
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not correlate with the H^O Intensity. In Orion A, the line of IR
sources Is perpendicular to the line of H^O lasers, although, with
increased sensitivity, that H^O line Is not as distinct as It was In
the earlier observations.
IR sources may be divided into two classes (Genzel and Downes
(1977a) from Wynn-Williams and Becklin 1974). The IR emission from
hot dust in or around an HII region is not associated with masers.
IR emission from cold dust which shows silicate absorption at 10 ym
is coincident (<0.1 pc) with the masers and is probably a dust
envelope about a star.
A. 1.2. A IIII regions . Although the masers are within
200 000 a.u. (1 parsec) of an HII region, Genzel and Downes (1977b)
found only 10% to 20% of the masers are coincident (<0.1 pc) with
compact HII regions. Therefore, the star creating the HII region is
not supplying the energy for the maser. However, there may be super-
compact HII regions too weak to be seen in the radio continuum near
H2O masers. Gilmore (1978), using the Green Bank interferometer, found
no compact HII regions stronger than 10 mJy hidden in dark clouds near
IR sources, CO emission, CO self-absorption, or Type I OH masers.
Since all massive stars (massive stars are required to explain the IR
luminosity and the high maser velocities) must form HII regions in
the later stages of star formation, the masers and IR sources must cor-
respond to an earlier stage of star formation. The correlation be-
tween compact HII regions and OH masers might be highest for massive
stars, because massive stars form in less dense clouds suitable for
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OH n^asers and because their compact HII regions become visible sooner.
The H^O masers found near HII regions show only a few low velocity
features and some high velocity features.
A. 2 Interpretation of the Observations
A. 2.1 The Basic Model
. Genzel et al . (1978) present two general
models to explain the maser regions.
A. 2. 1.1 The maximum gain model
. The H2O is homogeneous and
has some ordered motion (e.g., expansion or collapse with velocity a
function of radius, uniform rotation, or Keplerian rotation). If the
masers are unsaturated, the strongest emission will be from those
paths over which the velocity gradient is smallest. The spectral pat-
tern and position of the maser should make it possible to determine
the motion of the gas. The high velocity features are gas blown out
at the poles, or gas streaming through tunnels in the shell. If this
model is correct, the type of ordered motion in the shell must vary
considerably from source to source to account for the differences in
maps and spectra.
A. 2. 1.2 The planetary model . The masers are dense globs of
matter in a shell around the star. The high velocity features are
those globs with the highest velocity. They are few and small. One
would not expect much symmetry in the spectra. Furthermore, the
clumps would not be gravitationally bound, and would disperse in 1000
years.
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The actual situation is probably a combination of both models.
The large scale motion of the gas determines the long term character-
istics of the map and spectra, and condensations create the individual
features.
A. 2.2 The Low Velocity Features
.
A.2.2.1 The gas motion
. Genzel and Downes (1977b) classify the
spectra of the low velocity features as singles, doubles or triples.
The single line sources are the weakest and may be a separate popula-
tion associated with lower mass stars (e.g., T Tauri stars).
The double and triple peak spectra may be attributed to expan-
sion, contraction, or rotation of the gas. For expansion, the blue
shifted peak comes from the gas which is flowing out from the star in
our direction. The other peak is from the far side of the shell
which is moving away. A central peak would be caused by gas at the
projected edge of the shell whose velocity is perpendicular to the
line of sight. In a thin shell, the gas at the edge would have the
longest path length for amplification. A contracting gas cloud has a
similar geometry with the redshifted lines from gas between us and the
star which is falling onto the star. In rotation, the double spectral
peaks come from the edge of the disk which is approaching us and the
edge moving away from us. The central peak is from gas on the line
of sight to the star. Its motion is entirely across the line of sight,
and since the radial velocity is zero all along that line, the path
length for maser amplification is the diameter of the disk.
call
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If the velocity structure is due to gas in gravitational free-
fall, the central
.ass must he large (at least 60 for Orion), u
the contraction is slower than free fall, and it usually is. then the
mass must he even larger. if velocity is due to rotation, the
central mass required is twice as large as that needed for free-f.
contraction. Since there are 100 or so H,0
.aser regions like Oric
in the galaxy, this requires a heretofore undetected population of
:nassive stars. Hence, expansion is the most likely ordered motion.
Downes e^. (1979) propose a third model for the triple peak
spectra sources. There is an inner hot gas (T = 1000°K) where all the
dust has evaporated and the expansion velocity is low. Maser emission
from all over that region creates the spectral lines seen in the cen-
tral part of the spectrum. In the cooler gas (T = 100°K) further from
the star, dust has formed and the radiation driven expansion is
faster. The blue and red lines of the triple spectrum come from the
approaching and receding sides of the shell. Some mechanism suppresses
emission from the shell limb. My observations (i.e., the shell fea-
tures are larger and vary less rapidly in intensity than the other
masers) support the model in which the shell lines and the central
lines are different types of masers. However, it is not clear why
survives in the hot, low velocity gas while SiO cannot.
A. 2. 2. 2 The driving force. The type of object driving the ex-
panding gas must now be determined. It could be a low mass (<3 M )0
pre-main sequence star, an intermediate mass ( 3 to 10 M ) pre-main0
sequence star, a massive (10 to 30 M^) zero age main sequence star,
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or an evolved star. A massive zero age main sequence star see.s
most likely for the following reasons (Genzel and Downes 1977a).
The temperature of the gas must be greater than 200°K to excite
the H2O. The density must be greater than 10^ cm"^ to pump the H^O,
but less than 10^^ cm~^ to avoid thermalizing the H^O. The material
must be flowing at 10 to 20 km s"^ It seems impossible to satisfy
these observations in the purely accretion phase of a protostar.
Therefore, the energy source is probably a star. A low mass (<3 M )
pre-main sequence star is unlikely because no masers as strong as
as complicated as, or with as wide a frequency separation as Orion
have been associated with low mass stars, Herbig-Haro objects of
T Tauri stars.
A 3 to 10 pre-main sequence star might create the conditions
suitable for the masers. After the formation of the hydrostatic core,
a shock would exist as the infailing matter hits this boundary. Such
a shock could just barely create conditions which could sustain the
masers (Larson 1973).
A 10 to 30 Mq star would be a better source of energy. Such a
star evolves so rapidly that it reaches the main sequence while the
outer envelope is still contracting. The environment pictured by
Cochran and Ostriker (1977) would be favorable for the creation of
masers. Radiation pressure halts the collapse of the dust at 100 to
1000 a.u. A dust bound HII region forms and expands. It is preceded
by a shock traveling at 25 km s ^. When the shock reaches 1000 a.u.,
5 6 —3
the temperature is 200°K. The density is 10 - 10 cm ahead of the
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shock, and 2 10^ cm'^ between the shock and icnl.ation front. The
star cannot have a ™ass greater than 30 because such a star would
produce more luminosity than the 10^ „hlch Is observed In the
infrared.
An evolved star undergoing mass loss (such as a Mira variable),
ndght account for the masers. Although it is unlikely that an evolved
star is responsible for the masers seen in most sites of star
formation, there are good reasons to believe that one exists in the
Kleinmann-Low nebula. This possibility is discussed in Section 3.3.
SiO is seen only near evolved stars. Other molecules in Orion show
double peaked spectrum as expected from a shell about an evolved star.
However, the Orion spectra are not exactly like those seen in other
evolved stars. The 22 km s"""" separation of the SiO peaks is the
widest known. The OH peaks are also widely (>20 km s~^) spaced. No
long-term variability in the IR like that seen in Mira variables has
been seen. The SiO, H^O and OH double peak lines all have the same
velocity. In a star with mass outflow, the molecular specie with the
highest excitation temperature would have the lowest velocity. None
of these objections are so strong that one can rule out a Mira
variable.
The six known supergiants with OH/H2O masers differ markedly
from the Kleinmann-Low source. The supergiants do not have the sym-
metrical SiO spectrum and they have strong unpolarized 1612 MHz emis-
sion with peaks separated by the 50 km s ^. Furthermore, none of the
supergiants have high velocity features.
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All the other characteristics of H^O masers associated with HII
regions are compatible with conditions found near young stars. There-
fore, the ultimate source of energy for most of the radiation is
probably a premain sequence star of three to ten solar masses, or a
zero age ten to thirty solar masses main sequence star.
^•^•^•3 A detailed model for Orion Source "A" . Genzel and
Downes (1977a) observed a 3' x 3' region around the KL nebula over a
velocity range of ±120 km s"^ for water vapor masers. They obtained
absolute positions to ±2", and relative positions to ±1". The spectra
is shown in Figure 20 and a map from the tabulated data in Figure 19.
To analyze the results, they identify two centers of activity of
masers in the southwest complex, source "A" and source "B".
Source "A" they associate with IRC4. An artificial spectra of just
the emission from that region reveals two pairs of lines, each cen-
tered on 5.5 km s The pair with features at 3.4 and 7.6 km has
corresponding lines in the 1665 MHz transition of OH. The second pair
at -5.5 and +16 km s have counterparts in the SiO spectra and in
the excited OH spectrum (Snyder and Buhl 1974, Thaddeus et al . 1974,
Snyder et al . 1975, Rickard et al . 1975, Knowles et al . 1976). Genzel
and Downes (1977a) assume that the OH features, the SiO emission, and
the water vapor emission all originate in the same source, i.e.,
source A. My VLBI observations of 1978 November 2 show that the
widely spaced water vapor features, and hence the SiO emission, are
not associated with source A.
con-
re-
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Genzel and Downes (1977a) developed a model for source
-A".
Although tny observations show that it cannot be completely correct
for source "A", it is well thought out and illustrates phenomena which
could account for many of the H^O maser observations. Source "A"
tains a 10 to 30 star. The star is surrounded by a compact HII
gion so small that it has escaped detection. The HII region is ex-
panding at 11 km s"l and is preceded by a shock. The H^O, OH and
SiO emission at -5 and +16 km s"^ comes from the compressed, heated
matter between the shock front and the ionization front. The lines
at 3.4 and 7.6 km s ^ arise in either (a) matter outside the shock
front which is still accreting at 2 km s~\ or (b) matter in the pro-
jected edge of the dust shell which has a small velocity gradient,
and hence large maser gain, along the line of sight. In case b,
slight roation could split the major H^O and SiO peaks by the
2.5 km s '" observed.
Source "B" is 4" southwest of source "A". Its artificial spectra
also shows a central peak at 18.4 km s"""" and peaks at ±9.5 km s""*".
No definite IR source has been seen at this position and there are no
SiO lines at the same velocities.
A. 2. 3 The High Velocity Features . The high velocity H2O masers are
best explained as dense clumps of gas in a high velocity gas outflow
from a newly formed star. These features probably appear late in the
star formation process when the high velocity stellar wind breaks
through the dust shell. This high velocity flow is also seen in other
8 —3
molecules. Assuming a density of 10 cm (Strelnitskii 1974,
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Burdjuzha, Ruzmaikina. and Barshalovlch 1975) and the diameter of a
low velocity feature of a few astronomical units (Moran et al. 1973)
gives a mass of 10^^ g. A stellar wind of 2000 km s'^ with a flow of
10 yr ^ could accelerate such a clump to 100 km s"^ in a distance
of only 1000 a.u. The lifetime of the fragments would be a few
hundred years. The IR radiation from the KL nebula would be too di-
lute to pump its high velocity masers. However, the wind itself could
easily pump the masers. Alternatively, the kinetic energy dissipated
when the cloud is finally decelerated by the surrounding medium could
provide more than enough energy to power the masers.
A plot of velocity of the high velocity features as a function
of the distance from the center of the KL nebula shows a linear re-
lation. This is what one expects in a stellar wind with the velocity
proportional to the radius. However, the scatter expected is larger
than that actually observed. The expected scatter could be reduced
if the wind elongated the globs in the radial direction. The frag-
ments would then radiate preferentially in the radial direction. An
elongation factor of five to one would fit the data reasonably well.
Genzel et al . (1979a) , in a discussion of W51 Main, refine this
model of the high velocity sources. A 100 km s stellar wind from a
newly formed 30 star on the edge of a cloud creates a blister in
the cloud. The high velocity features are dense globs at the inter-
face between the wind and the surrounding cloud. The stellar wind
accelerates the globs, confines them, and provides the energy to pump
the masers. A stellar wind with M = 10 ^ M. yr could create a bubble0
16
1.5 10 cm in diameter in 200 years.
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The high velocity masers cannot be individual protostars since
that would require a central
.ass of 10 000 to gravitationally
bind them. Zuckerman and Palmer (1974) estimated the mass of the en-
tire KL to be only 200 to 1000 M^. Scattering phenomena is an unlike-
ly cause of the high velocity features because the high velocity fea-
tures are not coincident with the low velocity features. The high
velocity features are probably not associated with an ionization front
from the optical nebula. In Orion A, the high velocity masers are
centered on the KL nebula rather than the HII region. Furthermore,
Genzel and Downes (1977a) found no masers along the ionization
ridge south of the Trapezium (Becklin et al. 1976). Supernovae are
unlikely causes (contrary to Kwan and Scoville (1976) as discussed in
Section 1.2.6.2) for the following reasons: (1) There is no non-
thermal radio source in Orion. (2) A supernova would emit enough
radiation to destroy any molecules within 100 000 a.u. (3) The blast
would sweep
^p material into a thin shell. In such a shell, the
material with the greatest velocity would lie close to the line of
sight to the center of the activity
. The opposite is actually ob-
served. (4) The number of sources with high velocity H2O features
Implies a lot of supernovae.
A. 2. 4 Other Phenomena . Genzel and Downes (1977a) decided that the
two strong masers in the northeast section of the Orion maser region
did not fall into either the high or low velocity category. The ap-
parent line of masers running from the northeast to the southwest
disappears with increasing sensitivity.
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Genzel e^. (1978) determined the statistical lifetime of H^O
..sers to be 20 000 years, while the time to for. a massive star is
10^ to 10^ years. Therefore, only 10% of the forming stars will show
maser emission at any one time. For regions such as Orion-KL, all the
stars must have started to form at the same time. This supports a
trigger theory as suggested by Elmegreen and Lada (1977). (My alter-
nate suggestion: there are ten times as many stars forming as we see
centers of activity.)
The strong IR radiation which should come from the dust shell
containing the masers has not been observed. Such a shell is ex-
pected to have a temperature of 300°K, an H2 density of 10^ to 10^ cm"^,
a diameter of 1000 a.u. and a thickness of 10 a.u. A shell of cooler
dust surrounding the maser region might have a large enough optical
depth to block the IR emission.
Ai2ji5 An HII Region Powered Model . One other very different maser
model has been proposed. The masers are dense fragments of gas
(<1 Mg) more than 10 000 a.u. from a compact HII region. They do not
possess an internal energy source. Shocks from the HII region would
collisionally pump the masers. The masers would be associated with a
much later stage of star formation and should be more irregular in
appearance. This model does not have the problem of missing infrared
emission, but it does have some of its own. Forster et al . (1978)
find only one compact HII region in each site of masers. The
masers are always off to one side of the HII region, whereas one would
expect to see the masers distributed around the HII region. The shock
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front preceding the ionization front cannot supply enough energy to
the masers to keep them radiating for years. Furthermore, even an 05
star (10^ Lq) 10 000 a.u. from the masers could not supply enough
radiation to heat the dust to 100°K, or to pump the maser directly.
A more detailed scenario for the evolution of a cloud of dust
and gas about a young OB star is given in Table 2 of Genzel and Downes
(1977b).


